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T
here’s a reason the Sturgis 
Motorcycle Rally has been 
going strong for 75 years. 
There’s no other place in 

the world that offers such beautiful 
landscape coupled with so many 
activities during one week. The Sturgis 
Motorcycle Rally is the perfect marriage 
of community and entertainment.

Entertainment is relative in this 
case. Be it riding, partying, meeting 
people, rocking out to top-notch music, 
camping, or whatever it is that you use 
to get your kicks, Sturgis offers all of the 
above in spades. As far as community, 
nobody rallies together like bikers. Why 
else do  half a million people fl ock to a 
town made up of around 6,500? 

Actually, for 2015, we’ve heard from 
those in the know that the Sturgis 75th 
Anniversary Motorcycle Rally will bring 
in more than one million people to 
the Black Hills, whether that’s during 
Bike Week itself or a week before or 
after the event. Either way, it should 
be interesting to see how the local 
community handles a crowd of that size. 

I’ll never forget the fi rst time I 
went to Sturgis. It was back in 2006. 
Unfortunately I didn’t get the chance to 
ride there (which I was told at the time 
was the reason to go to Sturgis). But just 
to experience the Black Hills, hundreds 
of thousands of like-minded individuals 
collectively gathering together to 
celebrate the spirit of many things be it 
motorcycling, freedom, beer, or whatever 

the case, was quite the experience. I’d 
been to motorcycle rallies before but 
never to anything like this. I was hooked. 

The next year, 2007, I had the chance 
to ride there from my home base in 
Southern California. It was one of the 
most memorable experiences I’ve ever 
had. Riding with a group of folks in 
search of self, beauty, and just escaping 
it all for a week and a half (the offi ce 
that is) was all I needed to recharge 
my batteries. It was true. The ride to 
Sturgis was—and still is—the only way 
to experience the rally. 

We at Baggers love Sturgis so much 
we decided to treat you with an all-
inclusive guide to the 75th Annual 
Sturgis Motorcycle Rally. We’ve 
dissected the event from a 360-degree 

perspective: places to eat in and around 
Sturgis proper, concert events at the 
major venues in town, Harley’s new 
rally point location, and everything else 
in between. Our hope is that you’ll take 
this issue with you as your handbook on 
what the hell to do while rolling through 
the Black Hills. God knows Sturgis is 
projecting a million folks this year, so 
there’s obviously going to be a lot going 
on. Hopefully we can help you get to 
where you want to go. We’re looking 
forward to the event this year, and we 
hope to see you out there. If you see 
anyone wearing a Baggers shirt running 
around, please stop and say hello. Other 
than that, enjoy the ride, friends. 

Bye for now, 
Jordan Mastagni

TWO CENTS

THE STURGIS MOTORCYCLE RALLY
75 Years of Bliss

jordan.mastagni@bonniercorp.com
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Ramblin’ On wes.drelleshak@bonniercorp.com

L
ife as an editor is rich with 
destinations, new and old 
friends, deep-fried fair food, 
constant fl ying, hotel stays, 

photo shoots, and writing, more writing, 
followed up by even more writing. I’ve 
never considered this a career choice 
as one that will fi nancially take me to 
new heights or buy me a mansion or 
Lambo, but it’s one that makes for a 
better lifestyle. In the past I’ve been the 
one who stays up late at night working, 
burning the candles at both ends. Trust 
me when I say I’ve made better money. 
But I also was very stressed from always 
being on the grind, as in working 20-
hour days. Mike Tyson was known for 
running really early in the morning 
because he felt his competition was not 
awake yet, and therefore he would have 
an advantage of work ethic. Well, my 
advantage is that I could sleep in but 
work ’til super late. I felt better as the 
co-workers were clocking out, while 
I was just getting started on a faux 
second shift. I stayed late because people 
distracted me and I could focus way 
better with no one around to attract my 
attention. It felt good to have money in 
my pocket for once, and I could afford to 
take my wife and friends to dinner. 

The travel eventually took time away 
from my family life and it suffered—
suffered to where when I would get 
home from long days traveling I could 
see the physical difference in size of my 

kid. He grew so fast until I realized I was 
only home for one weekend from all 
the summer travels. What I’m getting 
at is this: At that time I was passionate 
about moving on to the next stage of my 
life and progressing as a youngster, if 
you will. I always hated that feeling of 
“just because I was young doesn’t mean 

I couldn’t earn a good living.” My lack 
of experience never held me down, and 
for some reason, I’ve always felt I could 
do anything I wanted to but only if my 
“focus” on that subject or end goal was 
there. I was a poor student in school 
because of my self-diagnosed ADD mind 
that didn’t like to sit in a chair for more 

than 10 minutes at a time—make that fi ve 
minutes. Squirrel! If you put something 
interesting in front of me, I excel, but if 
you ask me what that interesting thing 
is day to day, I might give you a different 
answer. So, in a nutshell, I have been very 
lucky to do what I do because I’ve never 
been able to focus on one particular 
thing. Maybe that’s what makes me good 
for the job since I can multitask and 
don’t have horse blinders on? The wide 
arrays of tasks that need to be done in a 
given month are somewhat like herding 
dinosaurs. 

Something I’m also good at is that 
I can always see a fault in everything 
I do (which is not good), and I have no 
idea why. Sometimes, the feeling is 
overwhelming to where I can’t prosper. I 
think my photos are all crap. My words? 
Crap, crap, crap. Then, magically, I get 
over it. Maybe it’s the anxiety of not 
showing and doing my best at every 
moment. I could only imagine that I’m 
not the only one feeling like this. I do 
believe a lot of people hold things like 
this inside and not tell anyone. It’s not 
hard for me to write about my faults, 
as I think I’m constantly trying to work 
on them. You might be asking yourself 
what this has to do with motorcycles. 
My answer is that it all starts with you 
then the motorcycle. Tell me what things 
you would like to be better at and why 
getting on a motorcycle helps you focus 
on those goals. 

THE EDITORIAL 
LIFESTYLE IS
BY CHOICE 
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MY LACK OF

EXPERIENCE NEVER

HELD ME DOWN,

AND FOR SOME REASON,

I’VE ALWAYS FELT

I COULD DO ANYTHING

I WANTED.
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J O N E S I N ’ B Y  P E T E R  J O N E S

L
ike religion and politics, safety 

is an emotional choice, not a 

rational fact. Within the decisions 

that humans make, statistical 

information has no relevance to what we 

will or won’t do. Humans ignore statistics 

and doing what they like doing, while 

judging all others for their obviously 

careless choices; what other people think is 

safe is always either stodgy or reckless. 

For each of us, only our own personal 

standards of safety are God given, smart, 

and proper. Except, I think we can all agree 

on the hazards of texting and driving. I 

prefer not dying because someone is posting 

a selfi e on Facebook and coming into my 

lane. Baggers don’t have a bag full of air.

Let’s start at the top and consider 

the safety issue of motorcycling itself. 

We’ve all heard some non-enthusiasts 

referring to bikes as “murder-cycles.” It’s 

clear that some people don’t ride bikes 

simply because they seem too unsafe. 

Some even hate bikes altogether but 

not because they’re loud and every rider 

is out of a 1960s bike-spoliation fi lm. 

It’s because they think that bikes are 

dangerous and that alone makes them 

edgy and uncomfortable. I never fi ght that 

impression. If you ask me, that impression 

has many positives. 

First of all, there are people who 

shouldn’t ride motorcycles. They’ll 

never master the skills. They probably 

can’t dribble either. They’ll just get hurt 

and then we’ll have all those nagging 

Insurance Institute statistics to deal with. 

Or they’ll wear fanny packs. 

A fanny pack on a bagger? I know a guy 

with a bike rack on the back of a pickup 

truck, so, yeah, it happens. 

Another positive of the general public 

thinking that motorcycles are unsafe 

is that it enhances my bad-boy image. 

Obvious risk, black leather, and a noisy 

bike are great icebreakers. I’ll take any 

advantage I can get that might cause 

girls to think that I’m sexy. So, yeah, 

motorcycles are dangerous. I’m a thrill 

seeker. “Get on the back, baby.”

Since motorcycles present certain 

safety issues, someone invented helmets. 

We were each born with a helmet, so to 

speak, but experience has shown that 

it’s only good for a 6-foot plunge to the 

ground. When standing still. On moss or 

pine needles. I’ve seen people spit at each 

other over whether or not motorcyclists 

should be required to wear helmets. The 

line between those who disagree on this 

question is bold and wide, and each side 

disrespects the “stupidity” of each other’s 

choice. And, sure, laws regarding it insult a 

libertarian point of view, which is basically 

the right to make personal choices, 

whether they’re dumb or otherwise.

In Syracuse, New York, my original 

hometown, there’s a yearly anti-helmet-

law ride. Riders parade through the 

streets without helmets, showing off their 

rebellious nature, following a police escort. 

Twice during this event a helmetless rider 

has fallen, hit his head, and died. Being a 

biker, I totally get the intended message of 

the parade and know that death can come 

to anyone at any time. But dying from a 

head injury during an anti-helmet protest 

is just not good PR. 

I own a fake helmet. It’s chrome and it’s 

shaped like Nazi helmet. It came with a 

sticker inside of it that said, “Novelty item. 

Not to be used as a safety device.” So I don’t 

use it as a safety device. When I wear it I 

know that I’m not wearing a real helmet. 

So I only wear it when I plan on not being 

in an accident. 

I also have a pudding-bowl helmet and 

a couple of open-face helmets. They’re 

all DOT approved. The DOT doesn’t care 

about my face, apparently. Just my skull. 

I generally don’t wear them unless I’m 

riding behind a windscreen. I used to wear 

them on any bike, but there are things that 

live in the air called insects. I’ve discovered 

fi rsthand that the farther south you go the 

bigger they are. They don’t taste good. 

I also have full-face helmets. One has 

a built-in visor. I think of that helmet as 

a giant, full-head, petrifi ed baseball cap. I 

don’t understand the visor. Is it to block the 

sun? No. The helmet has a tinted shield. 

Beats me. Anyway, luckily for me I’ve only 

used full-face helmets for what they’re 

designed for: crashing. So, still to this day, I 

wear one of them if I’m going to crash.

Some things are more dangerous than 

other things, and we all do dangerous 

things. Nearly all of us regularly take bets 

we can’t afford to lose. In doing that, we 

don’t refl ect on the risks that we might be 

facing, and we don’t refl ect on those risks 

on purpose. If we did we’d never get in an 

airplane, ride a motorcycle, drive a car, own 

a gun, have a child, use a ladder, and so 

forth. And, if statistics really were a factor 

of safety, the stairs on our homes would 

be outlawed; stairs are the number-one 

cause of accidental deaths and injuries in 

the home. 

Are stairs more dangerous than 

motorcycles? 

Who cares?

The essential truth is that life is 

dangerous no matter what your rules of 

safety might be. None of us can escape the 

fact that if you’re alive, one day you won’t 

be. Those who live their lives fearing that 

day are already dead. On the other hand, a 

good life is full of bad choices. 

“Get on the back, baby.” 

FREEDOM HURTS

SOME THINGS ARE

MORE DANGEROUS

THAN OTHER THINGS,

AND WE ALL DO

DANGEROUS THINGS.
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 Th e only way the magazine is going to give you more of what you want to see is if you let us know 
what you like or don’t like. You can shoot us an email at baggersmag@bonniercorp.com  . Or if you 
want to send us a letter via the US mail, you can send that to Baggers Magazine, 15215 Alton Pkwy., 
Suite 100, Irvine, CA 92618 .

LOVE WHAT YOU SEE? HATE WHAT YOU SEE?

SOCIALIZING
JOIN THE BAGGERS SOCIAL ARMY ONL E T T E R S  F R O M  T H E  R OA D  / / /

HELLO, 
How’s it going? I’ve been a long-time 
reader of your mag and just wanted to 
say thanks for all the great articles and 
bikes you feature. Last July we lost my 
dad to diabetes. He was never a biker but 
loved my bikes and was a huge John Deere 
fan. So to combine my passion with his 
I made my bike into a tribute to him and 
just wanted to share some pics. It’s a 1995 
FXDWG with FLH extended bags, ’93 Tour 
Glide fairing, and a 107ci S&S motor with 
factory John Deere paint and decals to 
match dad’s favorite tractor. I did all the 
work in a small, dirt-floor garage. Keep up 
the good work on the magazine and look 
forward to many more issues to come.

Thanks,
JOHN BURRELL, JR.

HI GUYS,
I live in the UK but I’m a big fan of the USA 
and try to visit your country every year. So 
far I’ve been lucky enough to ride in 32 of 
the lower 48 states and hope to get them 

all before I’m done! I’ve just returned home 
from the Daytona Bike Week, my first time 
there—what a blast! I’ve owned six Harleys 
over the years, my current ride being a 
2014 Lowrider complete with detachable 
leather bags and screen for touring. 

I love riding in the USA but find some 
of your rules puzzling. For example, in the 
UK we are allowed to lane-split, or “filter,” 
as we call it, provided we do it at a sensible 
speed and with care. It is one of the major 
benefits of riding, particularly on our 
crowded roads. I hope that other states 
will join California in making this legal in 
the USA. It surely can’t be more dangerous 
than riding without a helmet, which is 
illegal in the UK but legal in so many states 
in your country! 

I really enjoy my monthly copy of 
Baggers, as it’s good to get a regular fix 
from the USA between my visits! It always 
has a good mix of features and articles, so 
well done, and keep up the good work. 

Safe riding,
PAUL BAKER 
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HEY BAGGERS, 
I enjoyed the article about the Shark Kage 
Ramp (June issue). What was the bed length 
of the unknown Ford F-250? Specific details 
on the Ford would be helpful.
CRAIG WELCH

San Antonio, Texas

Hey, Craig, we used a 2008 Ford F-250 for the 
Shark Kage installation. Typically the truck beds 
for Ford F-250, F-350, and F-450 Models with 
four-door crew cabs measure 6-3/4 feet to 8 feet. 
Our specific model measured 6-3/4 feet (short 
bed), which hauled our 2015 Road Glide with 
no problems (with the tailgate down, of course). 
Hope that helps! 

BAGGERS,
Just finished reading your article “Simple 
Tips for Towing a Bagger” (February issue). 
Good start but where is the rest of it? I 
want to know if the tailgate will hold the 
weight of the bike or if it needs support 
bars. Will the shocks support the weight 
without sagging, or do I need airbags? 
The ramp you listed in your article is not 
sufficient for one person to ride their bike 
onto the truck; it is too narrow. I had been 
towing my bike all over with a trailer and 
an SUV, but now that I have a truck, an 
extended-cab short bed F-150, I need to 
know if it will safely haul my bike 1,000 
miles or more. Maybe you can finish the 
article in a future issue. I will be watching. 

HEY JORDAN,
Yes, we are the lucky ones. Born and raised 
in Southern California and having 40 
years of riding under my belt, some of the 
best riding is in our own backyard. We are 
blessed with year-round riding conditions. 
I’ve been living in Palm Springs for the last 
15 years, and the riding is exemplary. Your 
“Couples Retreat” (June issue) article struck 
me since this last Easter Sunday, and my 
girlfriend’s birthday, I asked her what she 
wanted to do. She immediately responded, 
“Ride over the hill and go to a winery for 
Sunday brunch.” I eagerly agreed! We 
rode down the 111 through the desert cities 
(Cat City, Rancho Mirage, Palm Desert) to 
Highway 74, also known as the Palms to 
Pines Highway. The elevation and scenery 
changes are awesome, plus it’s cooler up 
there! When you crest the mountain, take 
a left on the 371 across the Anza Mesa. 
The little town of Anza is right out of the 
’60s. From there you drop down to the 79, 
go left to San Diego via Julian, or right to 
Temecula, which we go. Cruise through 
Old Town Temecula (the Swing Inn is great 
for breakfast), up to Rancho California 
Blvd. to Wine Country. We ended up at 
the Thornton Winery where the brunch 
was unbelievable (and expensive, but, hey, 
it was her birthday!). Well, I could go on 
and on about our great riding (Big Bear 
is another favorite), but I’m sure you’re 

already familiar with a lot of them.
Anyway, keep up the great writing and 

thanks for sharing!
LARRY KOSSLYN

Palm Springs, CA

(The pic was from Westworld, Arizona 
BikeWeek 2015)

HEY BAGGERS, 
Do you ever run nice-looking, clean 
baggers without big wheels?
VICKI

We feature anything and everything bagger-
related. Big wheels, small wheels, medium 
wheels. Whatever the case, you’ll find it here. 
In fact, we love your bike so much, we’d like to 
feature it in a future issue! Get in touch with us 
ASAP!

L E T T E R S  F R O M 

T H E  R OA D  / / /
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Freedom Performance 
Sharp Curve Radius DRF Exhaust Pipes

FIT
1995–2015 

Harley-Davidson 

Touring models

BAGGERS SHOWCASE EXHAUSTED

THE LATEST IN EXHAUST TECHNOLOGY

THE FACTS
The Sharp Curve Radius are triple-stepped headers for the utmost in performance and 

torque and feature a one-piece, full-length heat shield that’s 2-1/2 inches and made 

from 16-gauge heavy-duty blue-proof material available in chrome or black finish. Of 

course, removable baffles are available, too, for those of you who love to piss off your 

neighbors, but for those considerate folks out there, a quieter-style exhaust pipe is 

also available. It comes complete with mounting hardware and oxygen-sensor plugs 

for the earlier models. 

FINISH
Available in chrome, 

black, chrome with 

chrome tip, chrome 

with black tip, or 

black with black tip. 

$699.99–$749.99  // freedomperform.com

Radiused pipes aren’t too common in the bagger world—probably because of those two appendages attached at 
the rear of the bike that make up a bagger after all (saddlebags!). Freedom Performance designed its sleek, new 

Sharp Curve Radius DRF pipes for bagger owners who love that turned-down-for-what exhaust pipe look. 
Freedom Performance has been in the quality-exhaust manufacturing game for many years and has consistently 

delivered tried-and-true exhaust systems because it vigorously tests its products. “We’re not going to sell pipes that 
don’t function or fall apart after thousands of miles,” says Freedom Performance President Martin Arteaga. “We test 
our pipes on bikes in real-world conditions over a number of miles in many different riding conditions.”

Knowing that, we’ve always been fans of Freedom Performance’s…er…performance, but the exhaust pipes it doles 
out are also very stylish to boot. Win-win! 
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BAGGERS SHOWCASE ROLLIN’

THE LATEST IN CUSTOM WHEELS

MSRP starting at $1,001–$5,500  //  sinisterwheel.com

FIT
If it’s a 16-inch or 32-inch 

Symbolic Wheel you’re 

looking for, good news. 

Sinister’s got you covered.

THE FACTS
Forged from 6061-

T6 aluminum with 

6061-T6 aluminum 

hubs, the Symbolic 

Wheel features a unique 

spin to the custom wheel game. 

The 15-spoke design (split in five 

directions like a typical mag-style wheel 

with three-spoke pairings) blends a racey feel 

with the utmost in luxury. The Symbolic Wheel is 

available in many different finishes, and matching 

rotors and pulley are also an option for keeping the 

uniformity.

Sinister Wheel was founded more than 
a decade ago with the launch of its 

revolutionary Wire Wheel for lowriders. 
Fast-forward to today, Sinister Wheel has a 
ton of great-looking spinners in its lineup and 
continues to offer customers quality, American-
made products for all b agger enthusiasts and 
more. With the release of Sinister’s Symbolic 
Wheel for 2015, which hails from the popular 
Bad Boy Collection, we felt it was necessary to 
get it in front of your eyes because it’s a good-
looking roller without being too over the top.  

Sinister Wheel
Symbolic Wheel

FINISH
Available in chrome, 

black, machined, or 

Sinister’s variety of 

custom colors.



WE SHIP
 TODAY!

denniskirk.com
800·970·4671 M-F 7am-8pm (CST)

SAT-SUN 7am-6pm (CST)

FREE SHIPPING
on orders over $89 to the lower 48 states

FREE RETURN 
SHIPPING
on Helmets & Apparel

GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICES
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11-OUNCE AEROSOLS

Let’s face it. Painting takes some serious 
skill. If you don’t know what you’re doing, 
you feel a bit intimidated that you’ll 
ruin the overall finish of your bagger by 
trying to fix a minor issue. That’s why 
the 11-ounce Aerosol from ColorRite was 
created. When you’re spraying panels 
and parts, it’s important to remember 
other elements necessary to do the 
job right: aerosol primer (MAPRI) and 
aerosol clear coats (UCA150, KK7, or 
KK8). Primer bonds with fiberglass, 
plastic, and metal much better than 
color paint, and color paint bonds much 
better with cured primer than fiberglass, 
plastic, or metal. Get the picture? A clear 
coat is necessary to keep that color 
sealed and UV-protected, and many 
colors won’t cure right at all without a 
clear over them.  // $16.99

BAGGERS SHOWCASE
THE LATEST IN CLEANING/FINISH PRODUCTS

SHOW ‘N SHINE

So you’ve just picked up your favorite bike from the local dealership, but there’s one problem: The paint scheme you love so much needs a 
bit of work. Luckily, companies like ColorRite exist to make your life much easier. Whether it’s a new bike where your paint has acquired 

a knick from the hazards of the road, or a used bike you’ve picked up on Craigslist or eBay that needs a total refurb with your favorite factory 
color,  ColorRite has you covered. Available in four easy applicators with a large availability of your favorite OEM colors, ColorRite is a great 
way for not having to get gouged by your body shop for minor fixes you can do on your own (MSRP varies by color and application).

ColorRite offers the largest selection of OEM paints available with manufacturing facilities on both the East and West coasts to process 
your order quickly and efficiently to get you back on the road. Whether it’s ColorRite’s Touch-Up pens, which are recommended for the 
smallest jobs (nicks and scratches) or the ColorRite touch-up bottles for slightly larger areas, there are many different application options 
available for getting your baby back to tip-top shape. � colorrite.com

HALF-OUNCE 

TOUCH-UP JARS

ColorRite’s half-ounce 
touch-up jars are an 
alternative to ColorRite’s 
popular paint pens 
because, hey, different 
strokes… Some people 
prefer a brush to 
fix small nicks and 
scratches. The Paint 
Pens and Touch-Up 
Jars will last a long 
time—more than seven 
years in most cases—so 
keep some primer, the 
necessary colors, and 
some clear coat on the 
shelf for the inevitable 
encounter with a minor 
misfortune.  // $10.99

HALF-OUNCE

TOUCH-UP PENS

Did your jacket zipper scratch 
your tank? Did the wifey 
dismount improperly and 
knick the saddlebag with 
her high heels? ColorRite’s 
urethane paint pen is ideal 
for those quick fixes. The 
paint pen is designed to 
be a portable, convenient 
applicator. ColorRite’s paint 
pens can be filled with 
whatever high-quality color 
you desire. The pen tip is 
chisel-shaped, in the same 
fashion as most permanent 
markers, and can be used 
for close-up detail work or 
drawn broadsides for quicker 
coverage.  // $9.99

PROFESSIONAL SIZES 

(HALF-PINT, PINT, QUART)

If you’re a pro or a very capable 
wrencher, the Professional Sizes 
of ColorRite’s offerings are for you. 
Designed for professional bodymen 
and painters, ColorRite’s big cans of 
color are an ideal match for factory 
paint jobs. Designed specifically 
for use with the likes of Honda, 
Kawasaki, Ducati, BMW, Suzuki, 
Moto Guzzi, MV Augusta, Yamaha, 
and Harley-Davidson, ColorRite 
product is available here in 1/2-pint, 
pint, and quart sizes to address your 
needs. For a fully faired bike you’ll 
want to pick up a quart, according 
to ColorRite, and these paints are 
designed to be applied with spray 
equipment, with a spray-out being 
absolutely necessary.  // $9.99

ColorRite Has You Covered
OEM Motorcycle Paints and Applicators
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BAGGERS SHOWCASE

ICON ALLIANCE HELMET
+ Injection-molded polycarbonate shell

+ Matte Black Rubatone finish

+ Prolock Shield locking system

+ Comfortable moisture-wicking liner

 // $150

TC-X BOOTS URBAN TREND/

X-BLEND WATERPROOF BOOTS
+ Full-grain leather upper, vintage look

 with waterproof lining

+ Reinforced toe and heel

+ New rubber sole highly resistant to wear

+ Available colors: Vintage Brown, Black

+ Sizes from 6–12.5

 // TCXBOOTS.COM

ICON RAIDEN DKR

WATERPROOF GLOVES
+ DKR Glove designed for

 multi-season and multi-terrain

 functionality 

+ Sublimated chassis is fully waterproof 

+ An undercuff fitment minimizes bulk; also integrates

 neoprene flex panels and multiple closure

+ Available in SM–4XL 

 // $55

Icon’s
Raiden Lineup
Sometimes a leather jacket and Levi’s just aren’t 

what the doctor ordered for trekking cross-
country. And sometimes casual style is just what the 
around-town cruise calls for. Icon offers both, and 
its 1000 Line is still producing quality threads 
for motorheads far and wide for all styles of 
motorcyclists. And luckily for the tech-touring 
folks out there who live and breathe the latest 
in  functional riding gear, Icon’s new Raiden 
Line is exactly what you need.

Serious tourers are definitely more 
interested in functional riding gear over 
style any day of the week, and Icon definitely 
recognizes that. Icon’s new Raiden Line 
delivers what adventure seekers crave with a 
unique and stylish line covering all the bases 
in spades (function, form, protection, and fit). 
Icon has you covered from head to toe. 

But let’s not forget the feet. We speak from 
experience when we tell you that your dogs are 
important commodities for motorcycle riding, 
and the TC-X boots definitely have you covered—
literally! With tons of different styles for many 
different rider styles, TC-X has a 
pair of boots just for you.  

THE  LATEST  IN  RIDING  GEAR

//  rideicon.com

GEARED

ICON RAIDEN DKR WATERPROOF PANT
+ Featuring the HYCOR chassis: waterproof/breathable, 

 and Dupont Teflon coated with all seams sealed

+ Full-seam sealing, and full-leg waterproof

 YKK zippers

+ Housed within the chassis is a full complement

 of D3O impact protectors, both hip and knee 

+ Removable boot stirrups and suspenders are

 also standard

+ SM–4XL

 // $285

ICON RAIDEN DKR

WATERPROOF JACKET
+ HYCOR waterproof/breathable chassis 

 with Dupont Teflon coating and sealed seams

+ Main zipper features a gusset and a 

 magnetic storm flap, and the Hydrolock 

 front zipper is a premium touch

+ Twelve pockets add carrying capability

+ Impact protector suite, waterpack routing, 

 and three exhaust vents

+ XS-4XL

 // $395





BAGGERS SWAGGER
THE LATEST IN PURE AWESOMENESS
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Speakeasy Original was started in Southern California by Jonathan (a.k.a. Jr. or Chachi ) 
as a passion project, since there was a serious void in custom jewelry at the time. By 

offering some kickass jewelry that defied what the biker culture was currently sporting 
on their knuckles, necks, and more, Chachi has been working within the Kustom Kulture 
of cars, bikes, music, and anything with a history behind it for years. It’s very clear his 
surroundings served as the main inspiration behind his artwork, influenced by his vision 
and way of life and given his unique spin on jewelry and accessories. Along with his many 
hobbies and the motivation to learn everything about everything, Speakeasy Original was 
born. Large or small, Speakeasy Original can custom make any ring to fit your digits.  

1

3

2
4

5

Speakeasy
Original 
Handmade Jewelry
and Accessories

BLOCK SERIES RING // $390
A, B, C, D, E, F, G… You get the picture. The Block Series Ring is a fully 

customizable ring to bring out whatever it is you’re trying to represent. 

The Block Series Ring is made of solid .935 silver, and it’s also perfect for 

customizing: Whether it’s your last initial, your old lady’s first initial,

or your offspring’s initial, you can also include some secret message

around the sides for the ultimate decoder-ring vibe

(for all you Choose Your Own Adventure folks out there). 

LUCKY SKULL // $483
Glenn Danzig said it best: “I want your skull!” We have to agree that

we definitely want Speakeasy’s take on the overdone biker skull ring. 

Not only is the Lucky Skull definitely a unique spin on the traditional 

style you see at biker rallies and events, but we’re definitely digging the 

attention to detail of Speakeasy’s take on the cranium and its

intricacies, which is indicative of the brain protector itself!

THE ANVIL // $299
How badass is this thing? Words really can’t describe how you’d answer an 

officer of the law’s questions about this WMD, but it sure looks pretty neat. 

And by neat, we mean totally tubular, dude! Not for the faint of heart, this is 

a limited-production ring that’s 100-percent made in USA and is molded on 

top and made of solid .935 silver. Whether plucking an assailant’s eyeball out 

of their socket, or prying the dingleberries out of your ass crack, the Anvil is 

definitely the perfect conversation starter for you extroverted biker folk. 

OLD GLORY // $210
What better way to represent your American heritage than by sporting the 

Old Glory at your Fourth of July Festivities? Of course, you could up the ante 

by chugging a Budweiser during a Dodgers game whilst eating a foot-long 

Dodger Dog and follow that up with a fat slice of Granny Smith apple pie. Can 

you do that all at once? Of course you can. This flag pendant is made of solid 

.935 silver and dangles from a stainless steel 25-inch ball chain. 

PS KEYCHAIN (BRONZE) // $70
Bottle opener? Check. Brass-knuckle face smasher when you get in a pinch? 

Check. Badass keychain for keeping your life in order? Check.Whatever you 

need it for, the PS Keychain is a multi-functional lifesaver! Made to order

with custom-engraved verbiage, the PS is the perfect accompaniment

to your livelihood and is shipped as it’s made.

// SPEAKEASYORIGINAL.COM
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4-inch Scallop-tip

Tri-Oval II 

Tri-Flo

4.5-inch Race Pro 

4.5-inch Powr-Flo

OUR TOWER OF POWER
Performance and sound unmatched. 

Backed by the industry’s only limited 

Lifetime Warranty.

Download the free Cobra Exhaust app for your 

smartphones and tablets.

Not legal for sale or use in California on any pollution controlled motor vehicles
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BAGGERS TESTED
Reviewed By: Baggers Staff 

Busch and Busch Kit Carson

W
hen I was 15 I started carrying a pocketknife. 
It has been the most important and often-
used tool in my pocket until I started 

carrying the Busch and Busch Kit Carson. This all-in-one 
wallet is built with the sort of quality construction you 
expect from a two-person handmade company like this. 
Brass rivets reinforce the stress points, and full-grain 
leather makes up the entire body. The only place you will 
find synthetic material on this piece is in the penholder 
(in case you want to fit a golf pencil or something 
smaller than the Fisher Space Pen) and the back of the 
strap that holds the Field Notes journal in place.

 The main pocket up top is long enough for US bills 
and big enough to keep all your cash and receipts. There 
is a small zipper-accessible change pocket behind the 
four card slots, which are made of a slightly more supple 
leather. It’s a little bulky for the back pocket, but I have 
quickly gotten used to it. This kit retails for $130 with 
the Field Notes and the Fisher Pen or $100 without, 
and all this quality is built to last right here in the US. 
Leatherwork is just one of the many awesome things the 
Busch brothers do in their shop in Reno, Nevada.
// BUSCHANDBUSCH.COM

A
re you like us and carry a pair of sunglasses to go 
under your helmet? Do you get  chafing on the side of 
your head from wearing the sunglasses under said 

helmet? We do. Shoei Helmets has just released a helmet 
shield for its RF1200 helmet that gets rid of the need to wear 
sunglasses. The Transitions lens ($169.99) does what the 
name implies and transitions from clear to smoke depending 
on the outdoor UV light. This means if you leave the house 
early in the morning the shield will be clear, and as the UV 
light bounces off the lens it will transition from clear, to 
mid-tint on an overcast of low-light day, to dark gray on a 
bright day. One bonus I found out from Shoei is that the 
shield blocks harmful UV rays. This is great for those of 
us who are worried about excessive UV exposure that 
can lead to sight-stealing diseases, such as cataracts 
and age-related macular degeneration.  
// SHOEI-HELMETS.COM

Shoei Helmets Transitions Shield



RACE PRO SLIP-ON MUFFLERS
Especially when that power is matched with stunning good looks and intelligent designs. That’s what you get 

ZLWK�&REUD·V�5DFH�3UR�PXIÁ�HUV��$�XQLTXH�ODVHU�FXW��FODP�VKHOO�FODPS�LGHQWLÀ�HV�WKLV�DV�RULJLQDO��$QG�WKH�VRXQG�

is just as authentic. Best of all it’s backed by the industry’s only limited Lifetime Warranty.

Download the free Cobra Exhaust app for your smartphones and tablets.

Not legal for sale or use in California on any pollution controlled motor vehicles
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WORDS: BAGGERS STAFF
PHOTOS: BRAD PATTON

MODEL: ANGELA JENNINGS

Paying Tribute to
America’s Military Heroes



BAGGERSMAG.COM          35
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A
llen Burchell is a patriotic American. He’s also a 

big fan of American veterans who serve this great 

country. Most recently, he and the crew from The 

Bike Exchange—a.k.a. BX Custom Designs—had 

the idea to build a camoufl aged-theme 2015 Harley-Davidson 

Road Glide to pay tribute to our brave men and women 

serving in the military with a little bit more inspiration 

coming from the best-selling autobiography American Sniper, 

written by Chris Kyle, the Navy SEAL who has been dubbed 

the most lethal sniper in American history. You’ve probably 

also noticed that Chris Kyle’s story was adapted into a movie, 

directed by Clint Eastwood and starring Bradley Cooper, also 

called American Sniper.

Allen was so impressed with Chris Kyle’s patriotism and 

acts of heroism and service to our country that he decided 

to build a custom 2015 Harley-Davidson Road Glide to honor 

the fallen soldier. Being that Allen is a long-time customer 

of The Bike Exchange, he turned to friends Steve Hardy, Ric 

Greene, and Tripp Kerby, to help bring his vision to life. 

“I built this bike to honor all veterans—and not just 

because of the movie being out,” Allen says. “It was truly to 

honor our fallen heroes, and I didn’t want anyone to think I 

was trying to make any money off his [Chris Kyle’s] name. It 

was truly an homage to him and to all veterans.”

Basically, Steve, Ric, and Tripp had a concept of building 

a camo-colored bike. Allen was immediately interested. After 

watching a football game where the team’s colors were black/

gray camo with red interlaced in, Allen snapped a pic and 

immediately sent it to the boys at BX Customs, knowing 

those were the colors this bike had to be. “That’s not a wrap, 

that’s paint. It’s camo satin. Our painter Chris Fox, from 

Fox Custom Designs in Gastonia, North Carolina, did an 

incredible job!” Steve explains.



THE CORNER OR 300 MILES AWAY.

BE A RESPONSIBLE RIDER. ALWAYS WEAR A HELMET, EYE PROTECTION & PROTECTIVE CLOTHING. NEVER RIDE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF DRUGS OR ALCOHOL. AND NEVER USE THE STREET AS A RACETRACK. OBEY THE LAW AND READ 
YOUR OWNER’S MANUAL THOROUGHLY. Gold Wing F6B® is a registered trademark of Honda Motor Co., Ltd. ©2015 American Honda Motor Co., Inc. (3/15)

2015 GOLD WING F6B®

STREAMLINED FOR THE CITY AND POWER FOR EVERYTHING ELSE. 

The F6B takes 40 years of Gold Wing heritage, and gives it a modern twist. 

The result: a bike that can do it all well. It’s nimble in the city and eats up 

the open road. Style-wise, its shorty windscreen and sleek, integrated hard 

bags make sure you’re going to get the thumbs-up wherever you decide to 

take the 1832cc of fl at-six power.
F6B.Honda.com

#RIDERED
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The Bike Exchange and Allen decided 

Harley’s 2015 Road Glide would serve as 

the canvas for their camo-colored bagger. 

“Mostly because there aren’t that many 

customized 2015 Road Glides out there, 

and I haven’t seen any that are as radical as 

what we wanted this bike to be,” Allen says. 

“We wanted it to be radical, but we also 

wanted it to be classy with clean lines and 

a cool paint job.” Turns out everyone was 

in love with the bike once it made its debut 

at Paul Yaffe’s Bagger Nation bike show, 

winning Best of Show in Hendersonville, 

North Carolina. 

BX Custom Designs has a unique style 

that makes them one of the forces in 

the custom-motorcycle industry. “We’ve 

always had kind of a liking for that military 

style,” Ric says. “We don’t conform to what 

everyone else is doing. We just do our own 

thing. And we are all about the troops!” It 

also helps that Ric is a big fan of guns and 

likes to build things that fi ts his and the 

rest of BX Customs’ tastes. 
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SPECIFICATIONS
GENERAL

BIKE OWNER Robert Ferdinand

SHOP NAME B/X Custom Designs

SHOP PHONE (704) 824-8533

SHOP WEBSITE thebikeexchange.com

YEAR/MAKE/MODEL 2015/Harley-Davidson/
FLTRXS 

FABRICATION Custom fabricated Top Shop
Money Maker bags and rear fender with

CVO lights, custom TOL tank and dash,
and custom FL front fender

BUILD TIME Approximately 35 days

ENGINE

YEAR/MANUFACTURER 2015/H-D

TYPE/SIZE Twin Cam 103

BUILDER B/X Build team

CASES H-D

CYLINDERS H-D

ROCKER BOXES PM/Custom Anodized Red 

EFI/CARB EFI

AIR CLEANER PM/Custom Anodized Red

EXHAUST 2-into-1 Python

SPECIAL FEATURES Custom PM Anodized Red 
engine parts

TRANSMISSION

YEAR/MANUFACTURER/TYPE 2015/H-D 

CLUTCH Hydraulic

PRIMARY DRIVE Factory H-D 

FRAME

YEAR/MANUFACTURER 2015/HHI 

STRETCH 7° neck kit with 9° trees 

SUSPENSION

MANUFACTURER FRONT Modifi ed Stock  

TRIPLE TREES HHI 9° trees

MANUFACTURER REAR Arnott Air Ride 

SPECIAL FEATURES Th e suspension was set up
to specs by the B/X design team

to ride this bike

WHEELS, TIRES, AND BRAKES

MANUFACTURER FRONT PM Dixon Custom 
Anodized Red

WHEEL HEIGHT/WIDTH 26 x 3.5 in.

TIRE HEIGHT/WIDTH 120/50-26

CALIPER PM Custom Anodized Red 6 piston caliper

ROTOR PM all chrome 13 in. Dixon

MANUFACTURER REAR PM Dixon Custom
Anodized Red

WHEEL HEIGHT/WIDTH 17 x 5.5 in.

TIRE HEIGHT/WIDTH 200/55-17 

CALIPER Stock H-D

ROTOR Stock H-D

FINISH-PAINT

COLOR Camo/Silver Leaf Red 

PAINTER Fox Custom Design

GRAPHICS Camo 

ACCESSORIES

FRONT FENDER Nasi FL  

REAR FENDER Top Shop Money Maker
with CVO lights  

FAIRING/ WINDSCREEN Dirty Bird Concepts

GAUGES Dakota

GAS TANK/CAP TOL Tank Covers and Dash 

DASH TOL 

OIL TANK Stock H-D 

HANDLEBARS B/X Custom Designs

HAND CONTROL/GRIPS Chrome H-D     

FOOT CONTROLS/PEGS Carl Brouhard     

HEADLIGHT Stock H-D 

TAILLIGHT Custom CVO lights 

TURN SIGNALS Stock Front 

LICENSE MOUNT Custom Dynamics

SEAT Custom made High Roller seat 

SADDLEBAGS Top Shop Money Maker 

SADDLEBAG LATCHES PM Custom Anodized Red  

SPEAKERS Hertz 

HEAD UNIT Stock H-D 

AMP Kenwood 
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E VE N TS

STURGIS
SURVIVAL GUIDE

WORDS: MARK MASKER PHOTOS: BAGGERS STAFF, HARLEY-DAVIDSON, BUFFALO CHIP

What to see and do during the
75th Anniversary Sturgis Motorcycle Rally

SPONSORED  BY



S
turgis is pretty hot for a 75-year-

old. I’d totally hit it. By some 

estimates so would more than 1 

million other riders. The city and its 

various venues are all gearing up for the 75th 

anniversary of Pappy Hoel’s race in the Black 

Hills. While the party promises to be huge, 

a lot of manufacturers and other companies 

are keeping their plans a secret as this goes to 

print. Here’s a rundown of some great things 

to look out for if you’re planning to make the 

trek to the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally for 2015. 



E VE N TS
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STURGIS RETURNS TO STURGIS (STURGIS CITY PARK)

Yes, I know the rally never left. Right around 1983, 
though, the town closed the city park to bikers 
because some folks like to light stuff on fire and 
get a little too rowdy. Earlier this year, the Sturgis 
City Council entered into a lease agreement with 
a promoter to create and manage a venue located 
at the Sturgis City Park. The idea is to enhance the 
experience of everyone visiting Sturgis during the 

75th Annual Sturgis Motorcycle Rally.
The venue is scheduled to host AMA Supermoto 

racing, freestyle motocross, motorcycle stunt shows, 
motorcycle shows, family friendly concerts, and 
more. The idea is to draw in a younger demographic 
while bringing in new and exciting motorcycle 
professionals, enthusiasts, builders, manufacturers, 
and more to the rally for years to come. Exhibitors 

and sponsors will also be hawking parts, accessories, 
and, of course, apparel. Limited camping will be pro-
vided for support staff, racers, and entertainers.

  Sturgis City Park will be open to the public for 11 
days starting on Thursday, July 30 through Sunday, 
August 9 .   The Sturgis City Park is walking distance to 
the Historic Main Street in Downtown Sturgis.

METZELER ELEPHANT RUN
Metzeler’s contribution to Sturgis is the AMA 
Supermoto “Elephant Run” race, which will provide 
Sturgis attendees and off-road racing enthusiasts 
with a chance to see quality race action from 
the world-class series live on-site. Named the 
“Elephant Run” in tribute to Metzeler’s iconic brand 
logo of the blue elephant, the race takes place 

August 1–2 in Downtown Sturgis City Park and 
Sturgis, South Dakota.

“The City of Sturgis is excited to partner with 
Metzeler and AMA Supermoto to bring a Supermoto 
race to Sturgis during the 75th Sturgis Motorcycle 
Rally,” says Daniel Ainslie, manager for the City of 
Sturgis. “Metzeler is a great ambassador for the City 
of Sturgis. They understand that Sturgis is harmonious 

with racing. It’s our past, present, and future. Every 
year we team up with Metzeler and AMA Supermoto 
for our September Supermoto race, which is held on 
our Legendary Main Street. It draws over 5,000 spec-
tators for the weekend and is an enormous success. 
We are eager to see what they have planned for the 
rally.” For more information on the Elephant Run and to 
buy VIP Packages, visit sturgiscitypark.com.

Winner Take All Custom Bike Shows

Sunday, August 2 -  3rd annual Sturgis FXR only motorcycle show.  
Monday, August 3 - StreetChopper magazine will host a “Winner Take All” motorcycle show.
Tuesday, August 4 - Baggers magazine will host a “Winner Take All” motorcycle show.
Wednesday, August 5 - Hot Bike magazine will host a “Winner Take All” motorcycle show. 

In the “Winner Take All” shows the editors of the world’s top custom motorcycle magazines 
will be judging your custom creations! The winner of each category will receive a cash prize!

In addition to the activities at Sturgis City Park you will find a village of motorcycle 
professionals, builders, parts and accessories manufacturers, riding gear creators, 
custom leather smiths, and jewelry vendors for attendees to check out throughout 
the day while keeping the crowds entertained with live music, including:

•Yamaha

•Metzeler

•Biltwell Inc.

•Barber Authority

•Roland Sands Design

•Lords of Gastown

•Triple 6 Deathcrew

•TPJ Customs

•San Diego Customs

•Speed Merchant

•Loser Machine

•Rusty Butcher

•Dynamic Dyna

•Kraus Motor Co

•Simpson Helmets

•Schultz Designz

•F Cancer Foundation

•Ole Smoky Moonshine

UNKNOWN Industries team of riders will perform daily Freestyle 
Harley riding demonstrations. Throughout the week rally 
attendees will be able to experience freestyle motocross demo’s, 
stunt shows and live music entertainment.



Catch valve
rebound system

Three-stage, incrementally
pressure-sensitive, self-adjusting 

compression valving system

Rebuildable
aluminum seal head

Heavy duty
bottom-out bumper

Fully adjustable
freebleed circuit

Fully rebuildable
Limited lifetime
warranty

Made in the USA

Heavy duty
spherical

bearing

Nitrogen
charges
for more

consistent
performance

Hand-adjustable
spring preload

Aluminum-anodized body

TAKE ON 
THE MEAN 
STREETS

After 38 years as the leader in off-road 
suspension technology, Pro-Action 
is proud to announce its new Street 
Series shocks featuring a three-stage, 
incrementally pressure-sensitive, 
self- adjusting, valving system for 
BAGGER and DYNA riders. Whether 
you’re an aggressive sport-touring 
rider or prefer a more plush ride, 
these are the shocks for you.

S T R E E T  S E R I E S  S H O C K S

Available in 11”, 12”, and 13” lengths, 
with standard or heavy duty springs.

SPORTSTER available soon.
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HARLEY-DAVIDSON

(H-D.COM/STURGIS)
Earlier this year, Harley-Davidson allied itself with the City of Sturgis as the 
official motorcycle company for the rally, whatever the hell that means. 
Part of this deal apparently means a permanent biker play-place in town. 
Harley convoyed bricks from its home in Milwaukee to give the new joint 
some legitimacy, and now it’s one of the new big venues in town that you’ll 
be able to visit this year. 

“Sturgis is a mecca for riders around the world,” said Bill Davidson, 
great-grandson of Harley-Davidson founder William A. Davidson and vice 
president of the Harley-Davidson Museum. “The Harley-Davidson Rally 
Point establishes a new site in downtown Sturgis for people to gather year-
round. The renaming of 2nd Street to Harley-Davidson Way honors the 
legacy of our company’s founders along with all the extraordinary men and 
women who ride our motorcycles.”

Building on the 75-year agreement that makes Harley-Davidson the 
rally’s official motorcycle, The Rally Point—at the corner of Main Street 
and Harley-Davidson Way—will include a stage for events, concerts, and 
weddings. An elevated area for riders to take pictures on their motorcycles 
with the iconic Sturgis sign as the backdrop is also part of the plan. Harley-
Davidson fans across the country suggested dozens of names for the new 
Main Street presence. The Rally Point—an enduring term for a ride-starting 
meeting place—rose to the top. Barring the usual gremlins that plague a 
construction site, the new space will be open in time for the 75th Sturgis 
Motorcycle Rally.
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THE BUFFALO CHIP
Pour some coffee and pull up a chair. This section 
might take you awhile. I like to think of the Chip as a 
sort of flagship for Sturgis. Part campground and part 
concert venue, The Buffalo Chip really goes all out 
every year, and the 75th anniversary is no exception. 
Here are just some of the highlights you can expect:

AMA Extreme Dirt Track National ATV Races

(Friday, July 31–Saturday, August 1)

Strap yourself in for some insanely fun 4x4 action 
because the AMA Extreme Dirt Track National 
Championship Series is coming to the Buffalo 
Chip PowerSports Complex during the Sturgis Rally. 
Get ready for more dirt-shredding and air-catching 
excitement than you’ll be able to handle during the 
Buffalo Chip National ATV Races.

Evel Knievel Thrill Show

(Friday, July 31–Saturday, August 8)

Get the full Evel Knievel experience and come face 
to face with the world’s largest collection of Knievel 
curiosities July 31–August 8 at the Buffalo Chip 
CrossRoads. Get an up-close look at X-rays of 
Knievel’s broken bones, his X-2 Skycycle rocket, the 
mack truck show rig he named “Big Red,” his iconic 
Sports Illustrated leathers and cape, and much more.   

Seattle Cossacks Motorcycle Stunt and Drill Team 

(Tuesday, August 4–Thursday, August 6)

Three performances each day at the CrossRoads 
with an amazing “Wall of Fire” stunt performed at 7 
p.m. each evening. 

TORC: The Off Road Championships

(Tuesday, August 4–Wednesday, August 5)

Watch, teeth gritted, as 900-hp race trucks jump 
more than 200 feet in the air before touching the 
ground and fly by at speeds more than 100 mph 
through moguls, tabletop jumps, and The Horseshoe 
Turn, where drivers will face extraordinarily 
challenging elevation changes.

EAGLE 75 (Thursday, August 6)

On August 6, 2015, at the conclusion of the Freedom 
Ride to the Buffalo Chip Campground, riders will 
gather near the field of 800 American flags to 
create—with their bodies and bikes—the image of 
a giant eagle flying over the Black Hills. Motorcycle 
parking in Eagle 75 will start at 1 p.m. The photo will 
be taken after the Freedom Ride returns around 3 
p.m. First come, first served.

Doug Danger’s Terrifying Jump Attempt on Knievel’s 

XR-750 (Thursday, August 6)

Time will stand still on Thursday, August 6, 2015, at 
5 p.m., as you wait to witness an unlikely victory or 
an unspeakable tragedy. Your heart will race, and 
you’ll clench your teeth, but nothing will be able to 

pull your gaze from an attempt at the insane motor-
cycle stunt the great Evel Knievel was never able to 
complete: a 22-car jump on Evel’s own vintage 1972 
Harley-Davidson XR-750. Catch the thrill at the 
Buffalo Chip amphitheater. 

Nitro Nationals Hill Climb

(Thursday, August 6–Friday, August 7)

Experience the earth-shaking rumble of Harleys, the 
haunting howl of high-powered two-strokes, and the 
smell of nitro methane burned by furious four-cylinder 
open exhibition bikes during the Nitro National Pro Hill 
Climb. Watch in amazement as custom-built bikes 
with steel-bolted paddle tires and nitro-injected 200-
hp engines go flying through the dirt on their way to 
the top of the Chip’s rugged 300-foot course. 

UniMotorcycle Drag Racing

(Saturday, August 8) 

Imagine a dragbike without a front wheel or fork 
and you have UniMotorcycle Drag Racing. This wild 
piece of crazy started back in 1988 over Budweisers 
at Daytona. Since then, it’s grown into a 22-nation 
motosport. Catch it this year at the Buffalo Chip 
PowerSports Complex. 

In recent years Sturgis has become known for its concerts almost as much as it is 
for its motorcycles. Not all of the details are in on who you can expect where for 
the 75th, but here’s what we know as this goes to print. 

The Chip’s concert series begins on Friday, July 31 and runs through Saturday, 
August 8, 2015. So far the Buffalo Chip has announced Shinedown, Social 
Distortion, Five Finger Death Punch, Brantley Gilbert, Godsmack, Lynyrd Skynyrd, 
John Fogerty, Styx, and Def Leppard. The campground will open for camping on 
July 3, 2015, with live music starting on showcase stages beginning July 25.  In 
addition to world-class main stage acts, many other performers will entertain 
crowds throughout the festival on the Buffalo Chip’s six showcase stages. The 
roster of bands confirmed for these stages now includes the Seattle-based 
blues-rock band Colossal Boss.

BIG NAME CONCERTS 
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Sturgis is still a little ways out, and not all of the rides have been announced yet. 

That said, here’s a list of what we know so far:

The Legends Ride (Monday, August 3)

This event is dedicated to bringing rally-goers together to raise significant funds 
for local charities. It kicks off at 11 a.m. in front of the Historic Franklin Hotel and 
Silverado Casino in Deadwood. Celebrity John Paul DeJoria, founder and owner of 
Patrón Spirits and other companies, will co-host festivities from the stage set up 
in front of the Franklin Hotel. He’ll call up celebrity builders, actors, and musicians 
from the audience and introduce you to the Special Olympians who benefit from 
riders’ contributions. He’ll also present the students who helped build 2015’s two 
award-winning Legends Ride bikes.

After the auction, everyone mounts up for the run through the Black Hills 
ride to the Buffalo Chip’s Russ Brown Events Center. All riders will reconvene at 
the special riders-only reception complete with complimentary food, drinks, and 
viewing of the world-class Motorcycles As Art exhibit. You can get tickets at ral-
lytickets.com or by calling (605) 347-9000.

2nd Annual BozBros Benefit Ride (Wednesday, August 5)

Join famous AMA National Champions and former World Superbike competitors 
Ben and Eric Bostrom for a spirited ride through the beautiful curvy roads of 
the Black Hills in South Dakota. With the Bostroms as your tour guide, you will 
ride with other motorcycle enthusiasts, industry professionals, celebrities, and 
legends. Registration is $95 plus tax, and proceeds benefit the Sturgis Rally 
Charities Foundation. See sturgismotorcyclerally.com to sign up.  

Aidan’s Ride (Thursday, August 6)

This ride benefits the Aidan Jack Seeger Foundation. Aidan died of a preventable 
disease, and his parents, Bobby and Elisa Seeger, are fighting to make federal 
newborn testing mandatory to prevent more deaths. For more info, visit 
aidanhasaposse.org.

Freedom Ride (Thursday, August 6 at 9 a.m.)

The Freedom Celebration Ride departs from Main Street, Spearfish and concludes 
with a reception at the Sturgis Buffalo Chip. The ride will be led by a number of distin-
guished military dignitaries, including Wounded Wear/Combat Wounded Coalition 

founder, retired Navy SEAL LT Jason Redman, America’s Mighty Warriors founder 
Debbie Lee, and Warrior Dog Foundation founder and former Navy SEAL Mike 
Ritland. These special guests will lead participants on a route across the scenic high 
plains and foothills north of the Black Hills. Upon arrival at the Buffalo Chip, riders will 
be welcomed in by an impressive display of 800 flags, Battlefield Cross, Memorial 
Wall, and a host of meaningful events planned to honor those currently serving, 
those who have served, and those who have fallen. A $75 donation is required to 
participate in the ride and may be paid at registration or online at rallytickets.com. 
One hundred percent of ride fee donations benefit veteran’s organizations: Wounded 
Wear/Combat Wounded Coalition, America’s Mighty Warriors, Warrior Dog 
Foundation, and the Community Living Center at Fort Meade VA Medical Center. 

Parking will be available on Spearfish Main Street between Jackson Boulevard 
and Illinois Street. The celebration will include live music on Main Street from 
Permanent Party, the Air National Guard Band of the Midwest, as well as special 
vendors and an autograph session with authors and dignitaries. Spearfish busi-
nesses will offer special discounts for riders. Following the ride, the celebration will 
continue at the CrossRoads at Buffalo Chip with a program and catered reception.

Throttle Girl’s Lakota Heritage Ride (Friday, August 7)

Throttle Girl Crazy Horse Run benefits One Spirit by fueling hope and feeding 
the children of the Lakota Pine Ridge Reservation. The goal is to raise money 
supporting the mission of empowering the Lakota by supporting One Spirit and its 
programs assisting the youth on Pine Ridge while entertaining the riders coming 
to Sturgis with a “new” model for a great time and celebration. Find out more at 
nativeprogress.org/en/.

HEADING OUT TO THE HIGHWAY:
VARIOUS RIDES
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Far be it from me to tell y’all how to act in public, but you should know what the going 
rate is if you get caught fracturing a law or two during the rally. If law breaking is more 
of a hobby for you, I suggest a bail budget before you ride out…

City Ordinances:

Ordinance Code Bond Amount

Indecent Exposure #12.0802 $111
Open Container In Public #13.0155 $61
Deposit of Filth #12.0601 $86
Disorderly Conduct #13.0102 $111
Careless Driving #16.0219 $91
City Parking Violations #16.0507 $10
City Trespassing #13.0113 $111
Dog Running at Large #1.0209 $56
Parking in Handicapped Zone #16.0507 $100
Reckless Driving #16.0218 Custody Arrest
Truck Route Violations #16.0222 $91
Use of Sound Amplifi cation Device #13.0116 Court Appearance Req.
Driving on Bike Path/Sidewalk #14.0303/16.0216 $111
Exhibition Driving #16.0225 $66

BREAKIN’ THE LAW

Sturgis Motorcycle Laws:

Law SDCL Bond Amount

Carrying pistol or revolver without a permit #22-14-9 Custody Arrest
Cyclists Overtaking in Same Lane #32-20-9.2 $94
Eye Protection Required #32-20-4.1 $20
Helmet Required (under age 18) #32-20-4 $94
Illegal Handlebar Height #32-20-3 $20
Illegal Exhaust Motorcycle #32-20-5 $20
Operation w/o Motorcycle Endorsement #32-20-2 $94

South Dakota Motorcycle Driving Laws

Equipment

• Every motorcycle must be equipped with at least one but no more than
 two headlamps. 

• The handlebars of a motorcycle must be no higher than the shoulder 
 height of the person operating the motorcycle. 

• All persons under the age of 18 must wear motorcyc le safety helmets
 that are approved by the South Dakota Department of Transportation. 

• A person riding in an enclosed cab attached to a motorcycle does not
 have to wear a safety helmet. 

• A motorcycle operator must wear an eye protective device unless the 
 motorcycle is equipped with a windscreen of sufficient height and design 
 that protects the  motorcycle operator. When headlights are required to 
 be on, a motorcycle operator cannot wear protective eye devices that 
 are tinted or shaded to reduce the light  transmission of the device below 
 35 percent. 

• Motorcycles must have at least one tail lamp, which when lightened emits 
 a red light visible for a distance of 500 feet. 

Noise Limits

• Every motorcycle must at all times be equipped with a muffler in good
 working order and in constant operation to prevent excessive or
 unusual noise.
 Source: AAA Motor Law Digest, 68th (2002) Edition.

There are many other common state traffic laws that are too numerous to 
mention, which are enforced by all law enforcement agencies. If you have any 
questions regarding these laws or ones that are not listed, please feel free to 
contact the Sturgis Police Department.

Sturgis Police Department

1400 Main Street, Sturgis, South Dakota 
Phone: (605) 347-5070 or (605) 347-2573
Fax: (605) 347-6828 • info@sturgispolice.com
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The Sturgis Motorcycle Museum & Hall of Fame has announced the 2015 inductees into the Sturgis 
Motorcycle Museum Hall of Fame and the Freedom Fighters Hall of Fame. For 2015, the Sturgis Motorcycle 
Museum & Hall of Fame will honor one Freedom Fighter and induct seven into the Sturgis Hall of Fame. 

CRAZY HORSE
AND RUSHMORE
Way back in 1948, construction started on The Crazy 
Horse Memorial in Custer County, South Dakota. It’s  
on privately held land depicting Crazy Horse, an Oglala 
Lakota war chief, riding a horse and pointing into the 
distance. It’s operated by the Crazy Horse Memorial 
Foundation, a private non-profit organization.

The memorial consists of the mountain carving 
(monument), the Indian Museum of North America, and 

the Native American Cultural Center. The monument 
is being carved out of Thunderhead Mountain on land 
considered sacred by some Oglala Lakota, between 
Custer and Hill City, roughly 17 miles (27 km) from 
Mount Rushmore. The sculpture’s final dimensions are 
planned to be 641 feet (195 m) wide and 563 feet (172 
m) high. The head of Crazy Horse will be 87 feet (27 m) 
high; by comparison, the heads of the four US presi-
dents at Mount Rushmore are each 60 feet (18 m) high.
crazyhorsememorial.org.

South Dakota’s more famous rock monument would 
be Mount Rushmore. Carved into the likenesses of 
presidents Theodore Roosevelt, Thomas Jefferson, 
Abraham Lincoln, and George Washington, it’s one of 
those must-see stops for first time rally attendees. 
nps.gov/moru

THE CHINESE UNDERGROUND
While not as cool as a movie about opium smuggling or a Communist plot 
like its name suggests, Deadwood’s Chinese Underground has some great 
history. And you can get a feel for it at the Gold Nugget Trading Post. If 
you’ve been to Deadwood and never seen its Chinatown, look down. It’s 
right beneath you. 

When Deadwood became a major hub for the Black Hills gold rush, it 
brought people from everywhere, including more than 500 Chinese residents. 
When the 1883 flood annihilated upper Main Street, townsfolk rebuilt atop the 
existing rock walls, creating an underground labyrinth that became Chinatown.  

A local ordinance forbade Chinese people from being on Main Street 
after dark. It didn’t say jack about being under Main Street though. The 
immigrants used the tunnels for deliveries, laundry businesses, and, of 
course, opium dens. For a nominal fee, you can tour part of the tunnel 
system at the Gold Nugget Trading Post, including one of the old opium 
dens. No, they don’t have free samples. The Chinatown Tour is held at the 
Gold Nugget Trading Post at 9 and 11 a.m. and 1, 3, and 5 p.m.

STEAK TIPS! GET SOME...
South Dakota’s signature food move is steak tips. 
Not everyone knows that though. Many of us go to 
Sturgis, subsist off the overpriced fair food offered 
by a lot of places, and are pretty okay with that. If 
you want good eats while you’re at the rally, here 
are some of my favorite places for steak tips:

Stadium Bar & Grill

744 Main St.
Spearfish, SD 57783
(605) 642-9521
stadiumsportsgrillsd.com
Stadium’s fork-tender tips are marinated in a top-
secret sauce then lightly battered before frying 
to perfection. They come in sizes for one to four 
hungry bikers, all with Texas toast or kettle chips. 
If you don’t make it to the Stadium in Spearfish, try 
the other two locations in Madison and Bell Fourche. 

The Knuckle Saloon

931 1st Street
Sturgis, SD 57785
(605) 347-0106
theknuckle.com
Breaded or sautéed, The Knuckle Saloon’s steak 
tips are just killer eating. Bonus: Chow down on the 
Buffalo Bleu Cheese version.

The Loud American Roadhouse

1305 Main St.
Sturgis, SD 57785
(605) 720-1500 
loudamericanroadhouse.com
Variety is the name of the steak tip game at The 
Loud American Roadhouse. Cajun Tip Penne, Steak 
Tip Tacos, and the Garlic Lime Tip Wrap are just 
three of the takes you’ll munch on here. All of them 
are exceptional eating.

Richard Lester 

Everett Brashear 

Chief Jim Bush 

Chris McIntyre 

John Shope 

Sugar Bear 

Don Tilley 

Eddie Trotta 

The annual Sturgis Motorcycle Hall of Fame Induction Breakfast is scheduled for Wednesday, August 5 
at 9 a.m. at The Lodge at Deadwood in Deadwood, South Dakota. For more information about obtaining 
tickets or the 2015 Hall of Fame Inductees visit sturgismuseum.com.

HALL OF FAME BREAKFAST

EARLY START: ONE-EYED JACK’S SALOON
If you plan on hitting Sturgis early, One-Eyed Jack’s Saloon has you covered. They start gearing up at the 
end of May with their first live music. On July 10, the saloon’s outside bars open their doors, and their 
bike rally area will be open all of August, not just the official week. August 8 from 6 p.m. to closing, stop 
in for all-you-can-drink draft and bottled beer for $25. 
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Built for the few who defy 
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Road Glide® Special. 
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2015 Harley-Davidson Road Glide Rehab

TECH//ADVANCED WORDS: JOHN MATA JR.    PHOTOS: JOHN MATA JR. & WES DRELLESHAK

L
ast month, we took our brand-
spankin’-new 2015 Harley-Davidson 
Road Glide down to San Diego 

Harley-Davidson for a drastic change of 
pace in the form of upgraded performance 
and cosmetic goods. We got so far as 
swapping out the standard-issued forks 
for premium touring cartridge fork kit, 
slapping on a new 18-inch H-D Blade front 
wheel and upgraded the front calipers. 
But all that radness right there was just 
a drop in the bucket. We took the liberty 
of booking our new Road Glide into the 
SD H-D tech center for a longer, more 
productive visit. (Luckily these fellas are 
the hospitable types.) 

In this episode, we will be taking our 
new bike into the realm of an upgraded 
sound signal with the Boom! Audio 
Stage I Amp & Speaker Kit ($829.95). 
The package comes complete 
with two speakers, a four-channel 
fairing-mounted amp, mount, and 
harness. We also decided to go the 
extra mile and added the upgraded 
saddlebag lid speakers to our cart to help 
increase the beats. When paired with 
H-D’s factory Boom! Box Infotainment 
system, the Boom! Audio components will 
bring the ruckus with crystal clear tunes 
that will soon make riding the Road Glide 
that much more of a joy. 

While we had the fairing ripped apart 
during this leg of the install, we decided to 
add a few accessories to the surrounding 
vicinity to increase the bike’s already 
rich curb appeal. To pump up the Road 
Glide’s street credibility, we were looking 
to “black out” many chrome items, which 
is addictively easy to do since all the parts 
we wanted were readily available on 
H-D’s online shop. A replacement gloss-
black Road Glide handlebar ($199.95) and 
a pair of Dome billet mirrors ($199.95) 
were brought in to class things up a bit. 
The black bars feature the same shape, 
rise, and pullback of the OE chrome 
model, and the mirrors will add a cleaner 
appearance, with that satin-black finish 
we are looking to incorporate throughout 
the bike. We still have boxes filled with 
plenty more accessories to install, but 
we’ll save some fun for later and delve 
into those next month. 

Part 2/3: Louder Tunes + More ’Tude 

Thomas began the audio install by first removing the windscreen from the top of the fairing.

 Here’s the star of this month’s 
show: Boom! Audio’s Stage I Amp & 
Speaker Kit, complete with a four-
channel, fairing-mounted amp and 
additional saddlebag lid speakers. 
The Class-D amp will soon be 
pushing these two-way, full-range 
speakers to the max. 

1





TECH//ADVANCED

The fairing housing was then disassembled one part at a 
time: first the speaker grilles and retaining screws holding 
the inner fairing together, the top panel, and finally the 
outer fairing.

2

Always down for the cause, Thomas 
Ulrich of San Diego Harley-Davidson 
was ready and willing to continue 
ripping into our new Road Glide in 
the name of all that is badass. So far, he 
hasn’t flinched at all the boxes of parts 
(and subsequent amount of work) 
we’ve thrown at him, but there’s still 
much to do. We have faith in the guy. 
Enjoy the show.  



      SUPERIOR AIRFLOW. 

     SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.™

GRAB A DOUBLE SHOT OF 

V-TWIN PERFORMANCE.

Start with a K&N® High-Flow Air Filter,™

designed to increase horsepower with 

more airflow. And top off your upgrade 

with a high-quality K&N Wrench-Off® oil 

filter with high-flow synthetic media. Find 

your filters and order online today.

KNFILTERS.COM  |  800-858-3333

FEEL
THE
FLOW.
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Both speaker housings were then taken off and outfitted with Boom! Audio speakers. 

With plenty of room to work comfortably, Thomas then proceeded to remove the infotainment system, which will be  
reinstalled soon. 

In order to gain ample space for the Boom! Audio amp installation, the 
headlight housing was also removed. 

4

QUICK TIP//

Thomas took the time to 

cover the gas tank to protect 

the paint from being 

scratched by dropping a 

wrench or something 

like that.

QUICK TIP//

Removing the old speakers 

and loading the new ones in 

were much more easily done 

with the housings separated 

from the bike. It’s better to have 

the work area right in front of 

you than working with a 

weird angle.

5

Teaser alert! 
A paint scheme 
change is in the 
works for the 
Road Glide, and 
this is the first 
glimpse of it. 
Thomas began 
prepping the 
new, painted 
inner fairing to 
become one 
with our bike. 

6
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TECH//ADVANCED

To get the proper amount of juice flowing from the info-
tainment center to the speakers, the Boom! Audio amp was 
slipped into place just under where the stereo sits.

Back in went the infotainment center. The audio install 
was nearing completion, and all we could think about was 
hearing that new Maroon 5 album blast through the beefier 
audio system. #JK. 

You might notice here 
that a few other acces-
sory body-panel pieces 
have been painted to 
match the inner fairing, 
but you won't see much 
more until next month 
(sorry to get your hopes 
up). Thomas lifted the 
inner fairing, working 
around the nest of wiring 
harnesses to get it to 
align correctly. 

Once the inner fairing was secured, Thomas began filling 
in the blank spots, starting with the gauges then the new 
speakers. 

9
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TECH//ADVANCED
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While the fairing housing was still apart, it was the perfect time to install the new H-D replacement black handlebars and upgraded billet mirrors. 

Moving back to the audio portion of the project, Thomas 
then removed the gas tank to gain access to the wiring to 
the battery. 

The Boom! Audio amp needed to be all hooked up 
before the upgraded sound signal could pass through it. 

Thomas began wrapping up the install by returning 
the speedometer gauges to their rightful location; the 
speaker grilles and custom panels were then shortly after. 
Before we knew it, the tech center turned into a regular 
head-banger’s ball. A premium sound system is always 
high on our priority list because when the music hits you 
you feel no pain. When bumper-to-bumper traffic hits, 
however, it’s a different story—that shit stings. 

HARLEY-DAVIDSON

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.COM

SAN DIEGO HARLEY-DAVIDSON

SANDIEGOHARLEY.COM
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QUICK TIP//

The infotainment center 

will need to be updated after 

everything has been connected, 

and it would be wise to leavethat 

to a certified H-D technician, 

whether that be at a local 

dealership or certified 

audio shop.



REFLECTIVE

Manufactured by 
Drag Specialties in the U.S.A.

FEATURED SEAT ~ ORANGE CRUSADE STITCH 
AVAILABLE THROUGH OUR CUSTOM SEAT PROGRAM. 
SEE YOUR DRAG SPECIALTIES DEALER. 

SEATS WORK WITH OEM OR EZ GLIDE™

FRAME-MOUNT SYSTEMS

FL TOURING SEATS
FOR FRAME-MOUNT BACKREST SYSTEMS 

seats.dragspecialties.com
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JEFE DE JEFES
WORDS: MARK MASKER     PHOTOS: SHOOTERS IMAGES

Colorado Gold Rusher 
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“I 
really want to steal your idea, but 

I don’t want to be that guy.” That 

statement led to this golden god 

here, and this build might be the 

most honest plagiarism I’ve ever seen. It’s 

also not really plagiarism because the idea 

wasn’t actually stolen. Here’s what I mean.

After we ran Joe Mielke’s Tugboat bagger 

awhile back, Daniel Dolan messaged the 

above quote to Joe. Daniel didn’t want to 

be the sequel guy, parroting someone else’s 

cool custom ride. Who does? The idea had 

a fi rm grip on his imagination, though, and 

inspired the work on Jefe de Jefes here.

Daniel’s no noob when it comes to hogs 

of the two-wheeled persuasion. “I own two 

tattoo shops in Fort Collins and have a Harley 

hoarding problem,” Daniel says. “At any given 

point I have 15 to 20 Harleys. I buy, sell, and 

trade bikes. My passion truly lies with FXRs.”

Right now he owns four of them but has 

had as many as nine in the stable. Lucky for 

him, his wife, Brooke, shares his addiction 

and rides a 2005 Softail herself. Beyond 

that, Daniel’s two best friends—Nate 

Cleaver at Front Range Cycle and Adam 

Lucier at Newstalgia Custom Paint—keep 
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Daniel’s herd running and looking good.

For all his love for the FXR Daniel needed 

a bagger. First off, you can’t call a hog stable 

complete without one. Second, he’s a big 

dude and Harley’s tourers are comfortable 

as all get out. Third, he commutes 30 to 40 

miles to work at the two tattoo shops he 

owns. Purchased in ’07 on Craigslist, the 

King had right around 10,000 miles on it. 

It was prime real estate for turning into a 

great custom. Since then it’s had more lives 

than some video-game characters, each with 

a distinct look. It’s not because Daniel keeps 

wrecking them; he just likes to change 

things up that much. From low and wide 

to an aped ripper, Daniel’s Road King has 

worn many crowns: “I have attempted to 

trade this bike in at my local Harley dealer at 

least three times,” Daniel says. “They never 

offered me enough, which I’m sure I was 

being unrealistic because of my sentimental 

connection.”

Although he borrowed from Joe Mielke 

for the Road King’s latest life, he still had 

to have “the only one like it in any parking 

lot anywhere.” Harleys are an expression of 

their owners. Daniel’s personality is larger 

than life. Could his bike look any other way?

The key to making the hog its own 

animal aside from Joe’s? Paint. Jefe de Jefes 

is a thematic study in ’60s and ’70s panel 

paint with a clear Mexican infl uence. 

As Daniel puts it, “The bike had to draw 

stares and opinions wherever I was. It’s my 

opinion that if a bike/car/piece of art isn’t 

polarizing, it isn’t good. It should cause a 

reaction in the viewer. Love it, hate it, but 

you must feel something about any bike I 

commission for build.”

So far Jefe gets a lot of thumbs ups and 

a ton of smiles at shows. There are those in 

the bagger community who are unaware of 

the FXR infl uence though. The bike doesn’t 

make sense to them: “I get a lot of, ‘Why 

would you do that to a Road King?’” Daniel 

says. “Either way, we didn’t build it for 

your approval! I’m happy if you like it but 

couldn’t care less if you don’t. In this day 

of big-wheeled baggers and cholo Softails, 

this bike bridges the gap.”

After a run to Phoenix, Daniel decided 

his tuned and cammed 88-incher wasn’t 

going to get it done anymore. Serious 

motorwork is on the docket next winter: 

“I haven’t decided what yet but am leaning 

towards something around 113.” There’s no 

telling what else will inspire Jefe’s next life. 

Whatever it is, Daniel will certainly make 

it his own animal with his personal stamp 

on it. 





FA C T O I D S

title was harmful to 
anyone who held it 

else who wanted it. 

for the 1943 

in Sicily as part of a deal with 
the US government.

“Jefe de Jefes” is Spanish for “Boss 
of Bosses,” the same title first applied 

to Mafia emperor Lucky Luciano. 
When he formed the Commission, 

he abolished the position, insisting it 
was harmful to the families.

Low, Lean And Mean
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SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL

BIKE OWNER Daniel Dolan

SHOP NAME Freakshow Tattoo

SHOP PHONE (970) 308-1666

SHOP WEBSITE tattoofortcollins.com

YEAR/MAKE/MODEL 2004/H-D/Road King 

FABRICATION Newstalgia Custom Paint

ASSEMBLY Newstalgia Custom Paint

BUILD TIME 16 weeks

ENGINE

YEAR/MANUFACTURER 2004/cams and tune by 
Front Range Cycle

TYPE/SIZE Twin Cam/88ci

BUILDER H-D

CASES H-D

CYLINDERS H-D

HEADS H-D

ROCKER BOXES H-D 

EFI/CARB EFI

AIR CLEANER K&N

EXHAUST Th under Header

TRANSMISSION

YEAR/MANUFACTURER/TYPE 2004/H-D 

CASE H-D

CLUTCH H-D

PRIMARY DRIVE H-D 

FRAME

YEAR/MANUFACTURER 2004/H-D 

RAKE Stock 

STRETCH None 

SUSPENSION

MANUFACTURER FRONT Progressive Suspension  

LENGTH Stock

TRIPLE TREES H-D

MANUFACTURER REAR Progressive Suspension 

SPECIAL FEATURES Lowered 2 in.

WHEELS, TIRES, AND BRAKES

MANUFACTURER FRONT-TYPE DNA Specialty 
 Spoke

WHEEL HEIGHT/WIDTH 19 in.

TIRE HEIGHT/WIDTH 19 in.

CALIPER H-D

ROTOR H-D

MANUFACTURER REAR H-D

WHEEL HEIGHT/WIDTH 16 in.

TIRE HEIGHT/WIDTH 16 in. 

CALIPER H-D

ROTOR H-D

FINISH-PAINT

COLOR Gold 

PAINTER Adam Lucier (Newstalgia Custom Paint)

GRAPHICS Adam Lucier (Newstalgia Custom Paint) 

ACCESSORIES

FRONT FENDER H-D  

REAR FENDER H-D  

FAIRING/ WINDSCREEN JD Customs FXRT RePop

GAUGES Dakota Digital

GAS TANK/CAP H-D and Th omas Kerney 

DASH H-D 

OIL TANK H-D 

HANDLEBARS FXR Division G-Bars

HAND CONTROL/GRIPS H-D     

FOOT CONTROLS/PEGS H-D     

HEADLIGHT H-D 

TAILLIGHT 1970s FLH 

TURN SIGNALS H-D 

LICENSE MOUNT Sinister

SEAT RAA Leather 

SADDLEBAGS H-D Police Bags 

SADDLEBAG LATCHES H-D  
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WORDS: WES DRELLESHAK     PHOTOS: WES DRELLESHAK, BARRY HATHAWAY

Victory’s New Magnum X-1
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B A G G E R S  R O A D  T E S T

T
he Magnum X-1 is a much bolder 
version of its predecessor the 
Magnum. It’s not because it’s a 
better-made motorcycle (they’re 

both similar in their construction) but it’s 
because the X-1 has been outfitted with 
some serious upgrades. For those looking 
for a bit more flash in a factory-custom 
motorcycle, you can now get with this new 
rendition of Victory’s ultra-flashy bagger. 

When the 2014 Victory Magnum was 
released it was Victory’s first-ever bagger 
equipped with a 21-inch front wheel. The 
new Magnum X-1 also has the 21-inch 
front wheel, but it was upgraded to a billet 
wheel front and—wait for it—billet 16-inch 
rear wheel. However, you really can’t see 
the rear wheel on any bagger; this is just 
one example of Victory stepping it up 
with its baggers. The wheels are machined 
from a single block of aluminum, which 
makes them stronger, lighter, and just 
awesome looking for a factory wheel. 

Get ready for the average Joe to wonder 
whether it’s a custom bike or not. The 
paint job uses a gloss black as a base with 

platinum stripes and features Electric 
Red pinstriping over the top base colors to 
make one hell of a color combo. We have 
seen some cool paint jobs on the Cross 
Country models, and this one is definitely 
up there in design and quality. 

The Magnum X-1 is four times louder 
than the Cross Country, two times louder 
than the Magnum, and, for good reason, 
the stock ’14 Cross Country’s sound 
system is hard to hear with speeds above 
50 mph, which is not the case with the X-1. 
The sound system can be compared to 
buying a semi-truck just to tow a Jet Ski. 
It’s way overkill, and that’s why it makes it 
so worth it. With everyone in the bagger 
game using LEDs, Victory made a bright 
decision to develop a headlight that not 
only looked good but proved beneficial at 
night. The smoke-tinted LED headlight is 
74-percent brighter than the previous 2014 
Cross Country model. From a distance at 
night, the Magnum X-1 sounds and acts 
like a rock star, looks like a high-end super 
model, and still retains some serious 
knockout power. 

Victory keeps getting better and better in the 

looks department. The wheels look as if they 

are purchased from an aftermarket wheel 

manufacturer, and I’m saying that as a good thing 

because no one else offers that. The paint is a 

little different, as it kind of has a tribal/tattoo 

feel that works for the bikes lines. The stance 

has been lowered by an inch or so for those of 

you asking for a lowered Vic. In my opinion this 

hinders the bike’s performance around really 

tight corners, something I really liked about the 

Magnum X-1’s little brother, the Cross Country. 

Just getting off the 2014 Victory Cross Country I 

noticed a slightly heavier feeling from the larger 

front wheel, but after riding it for a while the 

feeling went away. On a positive note, the stereo 

rocks! I can hear it with my full-face on and the 

stock low-slung windshield.

For the stock X-1 audio system, Victory 

knocked it out of the park. Hip-hop, rock, and 

pop music all sound great coming from the fairing 

and lid speakers. This bike is perfect for the guy 

who wants to toss on a set of bars, a set of grips, 

maybe a seat, and not have to spend big bucks to 

customize any further. 

WES DRELLESHAK 

EDITOR, BAGGERS

R I D I N G  I M P R E SSI O N :
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The appearance of the Magnum X-1 is staggering. It is all 

dressed up like a pretty girl on prom night. The factory 

custom paint looks incredible, and the 21-inch contrast-

cut front wheel makes a bold statement right off the 

bat, but the real fun doesn’t start until you turn the key. 

The 10-speaker, 200-watt sound system jumps right to 

life and compensates for rpms and highway noise really 

nicely. The audio controls on the bars are easy to use and 

responsive with very little to no lag. The audio package 

on this bike is one of the best I have seen and definitely 

among the best stock systems on the market.

The 106 V-twin offers 106 pound-feet of torque and 

has no problem stretching its legs with the Victory six-

speed transmission. The fairing is a little short for highway 

riding and seems to direct air to my brow, though it is very 

nice when cruising around town. The large floorboards 

offer a variety of foot positions, but with the larger front 

wheel and slammed rear suspension, you might find 

yourself scraping them while in the twisties. The bike 

feels very stable at speed, is smooth getting there, and 

once you get the hang of where the scrape points are, it’s 

a blast to throw into some corners.

MORGAN  GALES

ONLINE EDITOR, BAGGERS

R I D I N G  I M P R E SSI O N :
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MSRP Starting at $24,499

DRY WEIGHT 778 lb.

DISPLACEMENT 106ci

OIL CAPACITY 5.0 qt. 

ENGINE & DRIVETRAIN

TRANSMISSION TYPE 6-speed overdrive 
constant mesh

FUEL SYSTEM Electronic fuel injection with 
dual 45mm throttle body

EXHAUST Split dual exhaust with crossover

COOLING Air/oil 

VALVE TRAIN Single overhead camshafts
 with 4 valves per cylinder, self-adjusting

cam chains, hydraulic lifters 

TRANSMISSION/PRIMARY DRIVE Gear drive 
with torque compensator 

TRANSMISSION/FINAL DRIVE Carbon fi ber
reinforced belt 

COMPRESSION RATIO 9.4:1   

DRIVE/DRIVEN CLUTCH Wet, multi-plate 

CHARGING SYSTEM 48 amps max output 

BATTERY 12 volts/18 amp hours 

ENGINE TYPE 4-stroke 50° V-twin 

SUSPENSION

REAR SUSPENSION Single, mono-tube gas, 
 cast aluminum with constant rate linkage, 

4 in./103mm travel, air adjustable 

FRONT SUSPENSION Inverted cartridge tele-
 scopic fork, 43mm diameter, 5.1-in. travel 

BRAKES

REAR BRAKES 300mm fl oating rotor with 
2-piston caliper 

FRONT BRAKES Dual 300mm fl oating rotor 
with 4-piston calipers 

BRAKE SYSTEM TYPE Conventional w/ ABS 

TIRES/WHEELS

REAR TIRES 180/60r 16 dunlop elite 3 

FRONT TIRES 120/70r 21 dunlop elite 3 

REAR WHEEL 16 x 5.0 in. 

FRONT WHEEL 21 x 3.5 in. 

DIMENSIONS

WHEELBASE 65.7 in.

SEAT HEIGHT 25.7 in. 

GROUND CLEARANCE 5.3 in. 

FUEL CAPACITY (LITRES) 5.8 gal.

RAKE/TRAIL 29˚/5.6 in. 

GVWR 1310 lb. 

OVERALL LENGTH (IN./MM) 104.6 in. 

FEATURES

COLORS Electric red over gloss black
and platinum

// For more info: victorymotorcycle.com

SPECIFICATIONS



Black or Raw

972-231-1298

5 Styles11 Styles

2014 Street Glide

Dallas, Tx

Bolt On 
Package Includes

- 23” Wheel
- 23” Tire
- Matching Rotors
- 23” Fender
- 23” Wobble Free Trees
- Front Lowering Kit

We want the rider to experience their own
“Style Made Easy” by offering many options

on the new Pickard Front End Package
Mitch Pickard / Jevon Lau

“

“
100%Wobble Free 

Guarantee

facebook.com/pickardusa
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TECH//ADVANCED WORDS: ROB FORTIER    PHOTOS: WES DRELLESHAK

FINE-TUNED

L
ooks are one 
thing. But if you 
ride your bike—

like, really ride it—looks are 
secondary, at best, to performance. 

For newer Harley-Davidson Touring mod-
els, the factory has already done a pretty good 
job dialing in the overall performance. Maybe 
throw a tune on it, let it breathe a little more, 
and you’re good to go, right? Well, if you want 
to further optimize your bike’s actual “ride,”  
the tuning can be taken one step further.

Progressive Suspension recently intro-
duced a Monotube Cartridge kit for 2014 
and new Touring models (with the excep-
tion of Road Kings) featuring its proprietary 
Frequency Sensing Technology damping. 
Available in stock and lowered applications, 
the cartridge and spring kit applies true perfor-
mance suspension characteristics by not only 
better stabilizing the front end but upping the 
ante when it comes to serious cornering as 
well as greatly improving anti-brake dive. 

While the job’s a fairly straightforward 
drop and swap, it does require the 
disassembly of the fork tubes, which, in turn, 
requires the removal of your front wheel/
fender and brake calipers. In other words, 
it’s not out of the realm of DIY-ability but 
also not something you want to “mess” 
with if your wrenching skill set is below 
average. (For our demonstration here, we’ve 
called upon a factory-trained H-D tech at LA 
Harley-Davidson of Anaheim to perform the 
Progressive Monotube Cartridge install.)

With the addition of Progressive’s 944 
Series Ultra shocks in the rear (and a good set 
of performance hides), you can easily turn 
your bagger into the corner-carving canyon 
killer you never thought possible.   

Progressive Suspension’s FST 
Monotube Cartridge Kit

Our 2014 Street Glide test patient, undergoing the upgrade at LA Harley-Davidson of Fullerton, was first stripped of 
its lower front-end amenities, allowing access to and removal of the fork tubes.

Progressive Suspension’s Frequency Sensing 
Technology (FST) Monotube Cartridge kit is a 
unique, state-of-the art fork upgrade design. 
One side utilizes a sealed-cartridge damper 
(shock), while the other relies on an adjustable, 
custom progressive-rate spring.

The Monotube Cartridge kit also includes equally unique fork adjuster
(with specific tooling) to further fine-tune the ride quality and characteristics.1

2





TECH//ADVANCED

3

OE (top) versus the aluminum-bodied, FST Monotube Cartridge. The shock features an internal bypass, which, as stated above, 
contributes immensely to improve handling and stabilization, especially under braking.

4

The assembled gas-filled cartridge is installed into the right-side fork tube/slider.

The OE forks were then disassembled to the bare legs and sliders.

5

SPECIALIZING IN EFI 
TUNING AND EXHAUST 

COMPONENTS

TOLL FREE:
1-877-729-4754

WWW.FUELMOTOUSA.COM 

THE #1
SOURCE 
FOR THE 
DYNOJET 

POWER 
VISION

PERSONALIZED

FUEL MAPS

UNLIMITED 

SUPPORT
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The cartridge side is completed by locking down the 
dampener assembly (using a vice-jigged tree) with the 
supplied tool.

Approximately 200cc of fresh H-D fork oil is 
added. The suspension no longer relies on fork oil for 
dampening, so OE capacity is not required.

QUICK TIP//

There are many different 

types of fork oil available. 

Whether it's the super- 

expensive synthetic blend, or 

the straight-from-the-factory 

lube, check with the suspension 

manufacturer to see what 

they recommend first. 

7

6

24/7                       
CUSTOMER SERVICE

is only a click away!

�  Change Your Address

�  Check Your Account Status

�  Renew, Give a Gift or Pay a Bill

�  Replace Missing Issues

Just log on to:

www.baggersmag.com/cs



The spring kit installs in the same manner as the 
cartridge side.

OE (top) versus PS’s progressive-rate spring kit on 
the bottom.

The left-side fork tube/slider are then similarly broken 
down.

8

9

10

H-D ACCESSORIES

More     

Bang 

for Your Buck!

See More Info & Action Video at Pingelonline.com

www.pingelonline.com - 608.339.7999
Quality Handcrafted Products - Made in Wisconsin

FUEL VALVES

WHEEL CHOCKS

Chrome Brass Black ChromeGuzzler

Shift Peg

Extender

Rear Lowering

Brackets

Driver Floorboard

Spreaders
Passenger Floorboard

Spreaders

Heel Shift

Eliminator

Antenna

Low Mount

Billet

Throttle & Grip

Kickstands for

1” & 2” Lowered 

Greasable 

Shifter Shaft

Fuel Injection

to Carburetor

Kickstand

Extention

ELECTRIC SHIFTING FOR EVERYDAY RIDING
Add another dimension to your riding for Speed, Comfort & Fun!
Now you can use a handlebar mounted, push button,

Electric Shifter (Almost Automatic!)

Keep your feet on the 

Highway pegs and shifting is as

Easy as a Push of the Button!

Bolt on Kits for most makes & models.
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With both fork tubes assembled and set up with the 
Progressive FST Monotube Cartridge kit, they were reunited 
with the 2014 Street Glide, which no sooner made its way 
to nearby Santiago Canyon for subsequent road testing…a 
lengthy session of testing. 

PROGRESSIVE SUSPENSION

PROGRESSIVESUSPENSION.COM

LA HARLEY-DAVIDSON OF ANAHEIM

LOSANGELESHARLEYDAVIDSON 

OFANAHEIM.COM

The left-side adjuster is two-piece, the threaded Allen 
stud allowing for accurate spring tuneability. 

11

12

• Covers a large range of bikes

• Large contact patch for excellent grip at all 
lean angles

• Comprehensive range of sizes – from modern 
to more traditional

• Performance upgrade for classic and vintage 
motorcycles

ROADRIDER

(800) 624-7470
www.AvonMoto.com

FREE
Road Hazard 

Warranty



STILL LEADER OF THE PACK
Maximum adjustability and absolute precision 

in fuel delivery and spark advance.
W W W . P O W E R C O M M A N D E R . C O M

©2014 DYNOJET RESEARCH
MY DYNOJET APP 

PRODUCTS - MAPS -TUNING CENTERS

F U E L  I N J E C T I O N  M O D U L E
SUPERIOR OPTIONS - PRECISE CONTROLS
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One blazing blue star
WORDS: MARK MASKER      PHOTOS: BART MITCHELL
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“N
o battle plan ever survived 

contact with the enemy.” 

—Field Marshal Helmuth 

von Moltke the Elder 

Believe it or not, this story starts with 

a gigantic dump. Not the normal one you 

might be taking while you’re reading this 

magazine. I’m talking about the dump our 

economy took in 2008. People pumped 

the brakes on buying new toys, and the 

motorcycle industry was not immune. 

Aftermarket powerhouses like Ride Wright 

Wheels took a serious look at the future 

and went into defensive mode. For Ride 

Wright’s Sam Wakim, that meant looking 

at more economical scoots than the MoCo’s 

big iron. Yamaha’s Star Motorcycle line 

started looking pretty good to him. Road 

Stars were more economical and might sell 

well in the face of tighter budgets. 

Things did not go according to plan. 

Business plans, much like battle plans, 

are subject to outside influences and 

conditions. For one thing, the economy 

came back. Secondly, Americans will 

always love themselves some H-D. The 

idea of a Star parts line fell on its face 

initially, but five years later, folks started 

warming up. Hell, it took the bagger 

faithful that long to figure out that Ride 

Wright does baggers beyond just wheels. 

Moreover, Yamaha has endorsed the idea 

of custom baggers as a legit movement in 

the industry. 

This blue gem of a Road Star was born 

of Sam’s original plan from several years 

back, and it’s a real beauty. It should be. 

Ride Wright partnered with Bad Dad and 

LA Choppers to make it happen. Between 

Bad Dad’s fabrication wizardry, LA 

Choppers’ metric experience (it owns Mike 

Baron’s parts line), and Ride Wright’s vast 

knowledge of all things cycle wheel, you’d 

have a hard time not building a sweet sex 

machine like this. 

Sam wasn’t looking to turn this into a 

debt-inducing prima donna. Hot and fun to 

ride without costing a fortune—that’s what 

he wanted. It wasn’t easy though: “The Star 

is metric, every bolt,” Sam said. “Trying to 

cross over from Harley-Davidson fitment 

to Yamaha wasn’t easy. Your brain is set to 

think standard all of the time. There’s also 

just a lack of availability of aftermarket 

parts. You can’t find a single, six-piston 

caliper for a Yamaha without breaking your 

wallet. Re-jetting the carb wasn’t that easy, 

nor was changing the pipes to a shorter set 

with no baffles. That’s the difficulty you 

run across.” 

LA Choppers’ experience came in 

very handy for some of those problems, 

especially the power mods. Not only 
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did it re-jet baby blue here, but the shop 

optimized breathing with its own air 

cleaner and exhaust set as well.   

Wheels were familiar enough territory 

for Sam and Ride Wright though. For as 

ambitious as this project was, Sam also felt 

the need to recognize bagger trends, which 

is why he mounted a Progressive fork set 

and a Ride Wright 23-inch hoop up front. 

It’s the largest size the Road Star’s frame 

could handle without cutting the neck. He 

didn’t cheat with the back wheel either—no 

stock Star wheel out back hidden by hard 

bags for Sam! It’s a matching 18-inch hoop 

shod in Avon tread. 

Bad Dad’s time to shine was in the 

bodywork, but you already knew that. LA 

Choppers created that custom gas tank, 

but the bags, back fender, and rear lighting 

were all Bad Dad’s handiwork. Between 

all three companies, they transformed 

the Road Star so it’ll confuse you at first 

glance. That’s Sam’s favorite part of the 

whole project: Nobody knows it’s a Star 

until they really take the time to look at the 

bike. Well, that and how comfy, fast, and 

light the bagger feels on the road. 



PROUDLY DISTRIBUTED BY

Use our Dealer Locator at
www.customchrome.com

Scan QR Code 
to see online 
catalog page

RevTech Chassis Stabilizer
• Stops Wobbling, Weaving and Rear Steering on your Bagger. 
• Fits FLH/FLT Models 93-08. 
• Utilizes a Swingarm Pivot Anchor. 
• Feel Confident Leaning your Bagger into Corners.
• Available in Satin Finish and Black Anodized Finish
• Starting at $399.99
• See your Local Custom Chrome Dealer for this Exclusive Product.

STABILIZE YOUR RIDE
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SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL

BIKE OWNER Sam Wakim

SHOP NAME Ride Wright Wheels Inc.

SHOP PHONE (714) 632-8297

SHOP WEBSITE rwwheels.com

YEAR/MAKE/MODEL 2007/Star Motorcycles/ 
Road Star

FABRICATION Bad Dad

ASSEMBLY Ride Wright Wheels Inc. 

BUILD TIME 1 year

ENGINE

YEAR/MANUFACTURER 2007/Star Motorcycles

TYPE/SIZE V-twin/1700cc

BUILDER Star Motorcycles

CASES Star Motorcycles

CYLINDERS Star Motorcycles

HEADS Star Motorcycles

ROCKER BOXES Star Motorcycles

EFI/CARB Star Motorcycles/LA Choppers

AIR CLEANER LA Choppers

EXHAUST LA Choppers

SPECIAL FEATURES None 

TRANSMISSION

YEAR/MANUFACTURER/TYPE 2007/ 
Star Motorcycles

CASE Star Motorcycles

CLUTCH Star Motorcycles

PRIMARY DRIVE Star Motorcycles

FRAME

YEAR/MANUFACTURER 2007/Star Motorcycles

RAKE Stock

STRETCH None

SUSPENSION

MANUFACTURER FRONT Progressive Suspension 

LENGTH Stock

TRIPLE TREES Star Motorcycles 

MANUFACTURER REAR Star Motorcycles

WHEELS, TIRES, AND BRAKES

MANUFACTURER FRONT-TYPE Ride Wright  
Wheels Fat Daddy Exotica

WHEEL HEIGHT/WIDTH 23 x 3.5 in.

TIRE HEIGHT/WIDTH Vee Rubber 23 in.

CALIPER Star Motorcycles

ROTOR Ride Wright Wheels 11.8 in.

MANUFACTURER REAR Ride Wright Fat Daddy  

WHEEL HEIGHT/WIDTH 18 x 4.25 in.

TIRE HEIGHT/WIDTH Avon 160/18

CALIPER Star Motorcycles

ROTOR Ride Wright 12.5 in.

FINISH-PAINT

COLOR Blue

PAINTER Buddha Paint 

GRAPHICS Buddha Paint 

ACCESSORIES

FRONT FENDER Low and Mean Cycle

REAR FENDER Bad Dad 

GAUGES Star Motorcycles 

GAS TANK/CAP LA Choppers

OIL TANK Star Motorcycles 

HANDLEBARS LA Choppers 

HAND CONTROLS/GRIPS LA Choppers 

FLOORBOARDS/PEGS LA Choppers 

HEADLIGHT Rivera Primo 

TAILLIGHT Bad Dad

TURN SIGNALS Ride Wright Wheels  

LICENSE MOUNT Bad Dad 

SEAT Corbin 

SADDLEBAGS Bad Dad

SADDLEBAG LATCHES Bad Dad
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I
s there any better mass-market 
technological device than the iPhone? 
The revolutionary gadget pretty 
much does everything but your 

laundry (is there an app for that?). Most 
importantly it’s great for motorcycle trips 
for navigation purposes or for listening to 
music, but the one issue we’ve always run 
into is: Where is the best place to mount 
the thing when hitting the road?  Iron Aces 
Speed Shop has developed a slick iPhone 
mount for baggers, and we had to get one 
ASAP for the thousands of miles we’ll be 
riding this summer.  

Iron Aces Speed Shop’s Rushmore 
Road Glide Mount ($145) is a handy device 
that tucks right in between the speedo/
tach gauges and just under the Boom! 
Infotainment system on 2015 Rushmore 
Road Glides, and it doesn’t inhibit view 
of your factory H-D screen. The mount 
is also available for a variety of bagger 
models, so don’t worry about finding one 
for your specific bike; chances are Iron 
Aces has you covered. 

We popped the Road Glide Mount on 
in a matter of minutes and hit the road for 
some testing. 

Mount Up!
Iron Aces iPhone
Mount for Road Glides

 The Iron Aces Speed Shop 
Rushmore Road Glide Mount is a 
quality-constructed unit that comes 
in a sleek black and machined finish 
that’s equipped to handle popular 
iPhone models in order to get you 
where you need to go. All mounting 
hardware is included.

 We started by installing the Road Glide mount to the cam 
with the supplied Allen bolts. Note: Use blue threadlocker 
when installing the cam/Road Glide mount bolts.

 Peeling the adhesive backing off of the Road Glide Mount, 
we cleaned the top of the Road Glide gauge housing with the 
supplied alcohol swab, and…

 Then we secured the iPhone into the cradle/Rushmore Road 
Glide mount. 

 Next, we installed the iPhone cradle case to the Road 
Glide mount with the supplied Philips hardware and loosely 
tightened down. 

 …installed the unit onto the bike.

 Overall, we were pleased with the positioning of where 
the mount sits, nicely in between the gauges and the Boom! 
Infotainment system. After a long ride on the highway we were 
very pleased with how easy it was to view and its positioning, 
making it a snap to scroll through your music library or for using 
the phone’s navigation system.

// IRON ACES SPEED SHOP 

IRONACESSPEEDSHOP.COM

5

6

4

2

3

1



Transform your cruiser into a touring bike with a Memphis 

Shades Batwing Fairing. Our Batwing features installation-

friendly, model-specific fitments; patented, no-tool trigger-lock 

hardware and the finest construction materials — polished 

or black aluminum, stainless steel and Lucite.® Add a Spoiler 

Windshield (pictured) for the ultimate wind protection and a 

buffeting-free ride. Memphis Shades gives you style that works, 

and touring comfort, at an affordable price. 

See your Drag Specialties dealer for our complete line of 

fairings, windshields and accessories.

 S T Y L E  T H A T  W O R K S 

MADE IN MEMPHIS memphisshades.com                              dragspecialties.com



QUALITY TOOLS

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER
 

COUPON

How Does Harbor Freight 
Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?

We have invested millions 
of dollars in our own 
state-of-the-art quality test 
labs and millions more in 
our factories, so our tools 
will go toe-to-toe with the 
top professional brands. 
And we can sell them for a 
fraction of the price because 
we cut out the middle man 
and pass the savings on to 
you. It’s just that simple 
Come visit one of our 
550 Stores Nationwide.

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 - Save 20% on any one item purchased at our stores or 
HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. *Cannot be used with 
other discount, coupon, gift cards, Inside Track Club membership, 
extended service plans or on any of the following: compressors, 
generators, tool storage or carts, welders, fl oor jacks, Towable Ride-On 
Trencher, Saw Mill (Item 61712/62366/67138), Predator Gas Power 
Items, open box items, in-store event or parking lot sale items. Not 
valid on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase date with 
original receipt. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. 
Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

20%
OFFANY 

SINGLE 
ITEM

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SAVE 
62%

 LOT 67227  shown
69567/60566/62532

 27 LED PORTABLE 
WORKLIGHT/FLASHLIGHT 

$299 REG. PRICE 
$7.99Batteries 

included.

SAVE 
$90

SAVE 
50%

SAVE 
$60

SAVE 
50%

$5999 
REG. PRICE 
$149 .99 

LOT  93897 shown
69265 /62344

RETRACTABLE 
AIR HOSE REEL WITH 

3/8" x 50 FT. HOSE

 PNEUMATIC ADJUSTABLE 
ROLLER SEAT 

LOT 46319 shown
61160/61896

$1999 
REG. PRICE $39 .99 

• 300 lb. 
Capacity

$8999 

HIGH LIFT RIDING 
LAWN MOWER / ATV LIFT

LOT 61523 shown
60395/62325/62493

REG. PRICE $149 .99 

$749 REG. PRICE 
$14 .99 

4 PIECE ANTI-FATIGUE 
FOAM MAT SET

• Each pad measures 
25" x 25"

SUPER
 

COUPON

• 700 ft. lbs. 
Max. Torque

1/2" INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 
SUPER HIGH  TORQUE 

IMPACT WRENCH 

LOT  62627
68424  shown

$7499 REG. PRICE 
$129 .99 

SAVE 
$55

$9888
 

  26", 4 DRAWER TOOL CART 

LOT 95659 shown
61634/61952

• 580 lb. Capacity

SAVE 
$50

SAVE 
60%

LOT   95896  

 LOW PROFILE 
MOTORCYCLE DOLLY 

12 VOLT DELUXE 
BATTERY MAINTAINER 
AND FLOAT CHARGER

$6999 99 

REG. PRICE $119 .99 REG. PRICE 
$39 .99 

• 1250 lb. 
Capacity

2500 LB. 

LOT 61258  shown
61840 /61297/68146

REG. PRICE 
$149.99

$4999 
SAVE 
$100

SAVE 
50%

 MECHANIC'S SHOP TOWELS
PACK OF 50 

 LOT 46163 shown
61837/61878

69649 

$999 REG. PRICE 
$19 .99 

SAVE 

$1999 

• 1000 lb. 
Capacity

 DIRT BIKE 
STAND 
LOT 67151

$6999 

 1500 LB. CAPACITY 
MOTORCYCLE LIFT 

LOT  69995 shown 
2792/60536/61632 $29999

LOT  69675/69728
CALIFORNIA ONLY 

LOT 68528/69729/69676 shown

• 70 dB 
Noise 
Level

4000 PEAK/

6.5 HP (212 CC) 
GAS GENERATORS

SUPER

   QUIET

SAVE
OVER 

$181

SAVE 
$80

  
REG. PRICE 
$499.99REG. PRICE $19.99

999 

LOT 60625 shown

 4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER  

SAVE 
50%

  

REG. PRICE 
$279.99

LOT  61607/40187
62389/94635 shown 

SAVE 
$200



LOWEST PRICES 550 Stores
Nationwide

WOWSUPER 
COUPONWOWSUPER 

COUPON

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original 
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original 
coupon must be presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. 
Coupon good at our stores, HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. 
Offer good while supplies last. Shipping & Handling charges may apply if not 
picked up in-store. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. 
Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day. 

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE

WOW SUPER 
COUPON

SUPER
 

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-3567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER
 

COUPON

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Over 25 Million Satisfi ed Customers

• 550 Stores Nationwide
• HarborFreight.com    800-423-2567

• No Hassle Return Policy
• Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 10/16/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

Customer Rating

SUPER
 

COUPON

SAVE 
$100

$567

SAVE 
$400

99

 1000 LB. CAPACITY 
MOTORCYCLE LIFT 

LOT  69904/68892  shown

$5999 

• 3-1/2 Pumps Lifts 
Most Vehicles

• Weighs 27 lbs.

 LOT  69252
60569/62160
62496/62516
68053 shown

SAVE 
$60

SAVE 
40%

 ALUMINUM 
MOTORCYCLE WHEEL  

CLEANING STAND 

• 500 lb. 
Capacity

REG. PRICE

$34 .99 

LOT 98800  

$2099 

SAVE 
62%

SAVE 
$120

SAVE 
66% LOT  61259 /90764 shown

32 PIECE 
SCREWDRIVER SET

SAVE 
$50

$7999 REG. PRICE 
$129 .99 

 1650 PSI 
PRESSURE 

WASHER 
LOT   69488

• 1.3 GPM

4" MAGNETIC 
PARTS HOLDER

LOT 62535 
90566 shown

REG. PRICE $5. 99 

$199 

SAVE 
66%

SUPER
 

COUPON  MOTORCYCLE STAND/
WHEEL CHOCK LOT 61670

97841 shown

REG. PRICE $89 .99 

$4799     
• 1800 lb. Capacity

SAVE 
46% LARGE

LOT  
68497/61360 

MEDIUM
LOT  

68496 /61363

X-LARGE
LOT 61359

 68498  shown

POWDER-FREE
 NITRILE GLOVES 

PACK OF 100

$649 
YOUR CHOICE!

REG. PRICE 
$11.99

• 5 mil. thickness

SAVE 
45%

LOT 47257 shown
61585/62387

 6" DIGITAL CALIPER 

REG. PRICE 
$31 .99 

$999 

Includes two 1.5V SR44 
button cell batteries.

SAVE 
68% $80 $5999 

REG. PRICE $139 .99 

4" x 36" BELT/
6" DISC SANDER  

LOT 62502
97181 shown SAVE 

$330

LOT 61609/67831 shown

26",  16 DRAWER 
ROLLER CABINET  

REG. PRICE 
$649.99

$31999 

• 1060 lb. Capacity

• 14,600 cu. in. 
of storage

  

  

  REG. PRICE 
$29.99

REG. PRICE 
$699.99

REG. PRICE 
$14.99

$999
YOUR CHOICE!

• Accuracy 
within ±4%

LOT  807 /61276

LOT   62431 239 
shown  

1/4" DRIVE

3/8" DRIVE

1/2" DRIVE

LOT  2696 /61277

 TORQUE WRENCH ES

$9999 

12 TON 
SHOP PRESS

• Pair of Arbor 
Plates Included

LOT  33497 
60604 shown

$14999 

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON,125 PSI 
VERTICAL AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT  67847  shown
61454/61693

REG. PRICE 
$219 .99 

SAVE 
$70

1" x 25 FT. 

TAPE 

MEASURE
LOT 69080 shown

69030/69031/47737

VALUE

$699 

$17999 

 40 LB. CAPACITY 
FLOOR BLAST 

CABINET 

REG. PRICE $299 .99 

LOT  62144
68893  shown
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WORDS: JOHN MATA JR.        PHOTOS: DON KATES

Faster Than A Little Red Wagon 

T
here’s so much nostalgia that surrounds Radio 

Flyer wagons. Many of us had them as kids or 

remember being pulled around in one at one 

point in our childhood. Even now, the wagon’s 

trademark look and appeal is an iconic symbol of 

youthful Americana. Even though there’s no way in 

hell we’d ever come close to squeezing into one these 

days (without the wheels falling off, at least), there 

are still ways of appreciating everything that was/

is cool about these old things. Yeah, you can take 

’em with you to the swap meet and load your haul 

in them, but your boyhood dream of actually 

zooming downhill in a Radio Flyer (or maybe just 

breaking the 3-mph mark)  might still be nagging 

at you. If that truly is the case, you’ll want to 

stick around and see this story through. 
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Some of you may or may 

not know that the Radio 

Flyer also had a tricycle in 

production at the same time as 

their fl agship model wagon. Here is where 

the dreams of speed might have developed 

in many of us during the early years. 

From being pulled to propelling oneself 

down sidewalks at the most exciting rate 

of a brisk jog, the three-wheeled wonder 

offered such a rush of pure freedom. 

Those who remain under the spell of this 

specifi c brand of freedom more than likely 

have grown up to be car and motorcycle 

enthusiasts. Far fewer individuals (actually, 

there’s only one dude in particular we can 

think of) have taken this fi rst experience 

of knees meeting the breeze to the level of 

reproduction that often teeters over the 

line of complete and hopeless obsession. 

Enter John Shope, the aforementioned 

dude looking to recreate his fi rst sensation 

of “fl ying” while still on the ground. He 

went on to found Dirty Bird Concepts, a 

Phoenix-based Harley-Davidson specialty 

shop that excels in bringing dreams, both 

new and old, to fruition. John did go on 

to create a Radio Flyer-theme chopper, 

complete with the red paint, classic 

branding, and same sense of nostalgia one 

would get from reminiscing about their 

old wagon. The bike received its due fuss 

and attention when it was released for the 

public eye to see, but there was still a void 

left in John that he was just itching to fi ll. 

“After we had our fun with the Radio 

Flyer chopper, we wanted to build an 

updated version” John says, “but only this 

time make it out of a bagger and build it 

to go faster.” So with a ’13 FLHX serving 

as the base model for this overhaul, John 

and the rest of the Dirty Bird boys began 

ripping into the bike. To spice things up 

this time around, the guys not only had 

to worry about having to surpass the 

popularity of the last build, but they had 

a whole camera crew from The History 

Channel documenting every step of the 

way. “Having the extra eyes on us the 

whole time defi nitely added an amount 

of pressure we’re not used to, but we were 

able to handle it,” John says. “The camera 

guys jumped in and recorded every little 

mistake we made, but we pulled the job off. 

The segment with the bike never made it 

through the fi nal edit though.” 

But the bike wasn’t being built for 

the glitz and glamour of “reality” show 

fame. John wanted to improve upon the 

well-received concept his shop had cooked 

up before. This new bagger-edition Radio 

Flyer tribute was equipped with similar 

styling cues as the chopper version—the 

mandatory white-and-red color scheme is 

present and accounted for, as are two killer 

airbrushed murals on each of the Dirty 

Bird Concepts-brand bags. DBC’s own line 

of products are showcased from front to 

back, but what has really bumped this 

Street Glide up a few notches is the Trask 

turbo, hence the fi tting name: The Turbo 

Flyer. Aside from the extra ponies this bike 

now harnesses, the motor itself has been 

given a grand restyling, as there’s not a 

spec of original black fi nish left on it. 

To celebrate the completion of another 



SUPERCHARGED PERFORMANCE
Magnacharger and RevTech High 
Performance Oil Work Together
“Whether it is a total custom or a daily driver, 
Magnacharger now offers a ‘Drop-in’, pre-run, 
pre-tuned Supercharged RevTech 100” engine 
ready to install and terrorize the rear tire! 
Like all our street Magnacharged engines, we 
recommend RevTech High Performance 20W50 
engine oil for reliability and peace of mind, 
Top Quality lubrication blended in the USA, 
formulated for your V-Twin.” 

Bill Bushling 

QR Code for 
RevTech Oil

RevTech High Performance 
Complete Oil Change Kits



momentous bike build, John 

and the rest of the builders 

on The History Channel set 

planned to take a cruise to the 

mountains. With camera crew in tow, John 

wanted to show the guys behind the video 

gear just how mean the Turbo Flyer was 

made (just in case they missed a few details 

when fi ddling with their gear). John ripped 

into a smoky, rubber-shredding uphill 

burnout when the mid-control suddenly 

caught the ground as he was coming out of 

third gear and sent John sliding against a 

guardrail, which actually kept him and the 

bike from plummeting off a rock-faced cliff. 

John took most of the damage to the palm 

of his hand, exposing fl eshy meat (we’ll 

spare you from the titillating cell-phone pic 

he sent in to us, however; thanks for the 

visual aid though, John). Between everyone 

in the group, a duct-tape bandage was the 

best they could do before heading to their 

fi nal destination. This footage was also 

captured on tape and still has yet to see the 

light of day. 

Between the mishaps and unseen B-roll 

fi lm, John and the Dirty Bird Concepts 

family banged out another nostalgic 

creation—an old soul that has reached a 

further audience than its chopper-form 

predecessor. When there’s a vision so deep 

in thought, it’s sometimes near impossible 

not to summon its materialization from 

the mind’s eye. A lifetime of appreciation 

and admiration of a simple red, metal tray 

sitting atop four wheels amounted to this 

moment. Man, if only the six-year-old 

versions of us could see this now. 





SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL

BIKE OWNER John Shope

SHOP NAME Dirty Bird Concepts

SHOP PHONE (623) 465-5263

SHOP WEBSITE dirtybirdconcepts.com

YEAR/MAKE/MODEL 2013/H-D/FLHX 

FABRICATION Dirty Bird Concepts

ASSEMBLY Dirty Bird Concepts 

BUILD TIME 3 months

ENGINE

YEAR/MANUFACTURER 2013/H-D

TYPE/SIZE 110

BUILDER Trask

CASES Powdercoated

PISTONS Forged

HEADS Forged

ROCKER BOXES H-D

EFI/CARB Trask Turbo

EFI CONTROLLER Th underMax

EXHAUST Trask    

TRANSMISSION

YEAR/MANUFACTURER/TYPE H-D 

CASE Powdercoated

CLUTCH Primo

PRIMARY DRIVE Primo 

FRAME

YEAR/MANUFACTURER H-D 

RAKE 42º

STRETCH 1-1/2 in.

MODIFICATIONS All TIG welded

SUSPENSION

MANUFACTURER FRONT 

LENGTH H-D

TRIPLE TREES Hawg Halters 9º rake

MANUFACTURER REAR H-D 

SWINGARM H-D

SHOCKS Legends

WHEELS, TIRES, AND BRAKES

MANUFACTURER FRONT Ride Wright 

WHEEL HEIGHT 26 in.

CALIPER H-D

ROTOR 13 in.

MANUFACTURER REAR H-D 

CALIPER H-D

ROTOR H-D

PULLEY/SPROCKET H-D

FINISH-PAINT

COLOR Flat Red 

PAINTER Knot 4 U

GRAPHICS Shawn Wilken

MOLDING Dirty Bird Concepts

PLATING/POLISHING Concourse Polishing
& Plating

POWDERCOATING Steel Vision Garage

ACCESSORIES

FRONT FENDER Dirty Bird Concepts  

REAR FENDER Dirty Bird Concepts  

GAS TANK/CAP Dirty Bird Concepts 

OIL TANK H-D  

DASH H-D 

HANDLEBARS Dirty Bird Concepts  

GRIPS Dirty Bird Concepts     

RISERS H-D     

MIRRORS Joker     

HAND CONTROLS H-D chrome     

FOOT CONTROLS Dirty Bird Concepts mids     

FLOORBOARDS Dirty Bird Concepts 

HEADLIGHT H-D 

TAILLIGHT Dirty Bird Concepts 

TURN SIGNALS Dirty Bird Concepts 

LICENSE MOUNT Dirty Bird Concepts 

SEAT Custom distressed leather 

SADDLEBAGS Dirty Bird Concepts 

SADDLEBAGS LATCHES Dirty Bird Concepts 

BAG FILLERS Dirty Bird Concepts 

FAIRING Dirty Bird Concepts 

STEREO Pioneer touchscreen 

AMP Rockford Fosgate 

SPEAKERS Rockford Fosgate

ELECTRICAL Dirty Bird Concepts



NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. A PURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING. Open to legal residents of the 50 U.S. & D.C., 18 
& older. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. Sweepstakes begins: 5/29/15 at 12:01 AM ET & ends 7/31/15 at 11:59 PM ET. For Official Rules, prize 
description & odds disclosure, visit: motoamerica.com. Sponsor: MotoAmerica. Copyright © 2015 MotoAmerica. 

Roll with Us
Sweepstakes

Enter for a chance to win 
a VIP trip for 2 to the 
2015 Season Finale and 
other great prizes!

Enter now at:  
motoamerica.com or 
motorcyclesuperstore.com

2015 SUMMER SCHEDULE
May 29-31 Road America Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin

June 12-14 Barber Motorsports Park Birmingham, Alabama

June 26-28 Miller Motorsports Park Tooele, Utah

July 17-19 Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca Monterey, California

August 7-9 Indianapolis Motor Speedway Indianapolis, Indiana

September 11-13 New Jersey Motorsports Park Millville, New Jersey
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TECH// MAINTAINED WORDS AND PHOTOS: MORGAN GALES

Transmission maintenance is somewhat 
of an unknown for a lot of riders, mainly 
because it isn’t something that needs 
to be done very regularly. It is generally 
recommended that you change your 
fluids every 5,000 miles, so we headed 
out to Montgomery Motorcycle Co. in 
San Clemente, California, to talk to head 
mechanic Terrance Martin about one of 
his favorite subjects: trannies.  

Bagger Trannies
Maintenance 101

 Make sure to use a clean drain pan for your old oil.

 We reinstalled the drain plug O-ring.

 Then we reinstalled the drain plug and tightened it down, 
checking the owner’s manual for torque settings.

 Finally, we reinserted and tightened the dipstick.

 Then we removed the 5/8-inch drain bolt with a 3/4-inch ratchet, removing and 
inspecting the drain plug O-ring (it’s generally a good idea to replace the O-ring, as it is 
cheap and easier than risking reinstalling an old cruddy one).

 After the wire brush, take some contact 
cleaner or brake cleaner to the plug as well.

 We recommend you apply a dab of gasket maker to the 
drain bolt to help lube the threads and lock the bolt in place.

 While filling the oil, you’ll want to stop around the 1/2-quart mark, 
check the dipstick, and go from there to avoid overfilling.

 Next, we cleaned the drain plug with a wire brush.

 Then we cleaned the plug hole.

 We replaced the oil, checking the manual  for levels, but most 
transmissions take about 3/4 of a quart. 

 We inspected the drain pan for any bearing debris or signs of 
wear (this is why you always want to start with a clean drain pan).

 We began by removing the dipstick.

And we rode away happy and sure that 
the tranny was all lubed up proper! This 
job took about 45 minutes and cost as 
much as a quart of Screamin’ Eagle Syn3 
and an O-ring for that drain plug. 

      // MONTGOMERY MOTORCYCLE   CO.

MONTGOMERYMOTORCYCLE.COM
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mini-BAGGER

unconditional love of motorcycles and a 

passion for the ride rock your world. Why 

complicate things beyond that?

“I built this bike for reliability,” the 

25-year-old San Diegan tells us. “I really 

wanted a bike that could go far with just a 

little bit of power. I was really shooting for 

something that could last 100,000 miles with 

little upkeep yet still have some performance. 

I just prefer keeping things simple, not over 

the top. Maybe it fi ts my personality.”

Thomas checks all the boxes with his 

mini bagger: understated Glacier White 

tins, speedy Screamin’ Eagle touch-ups 

to the engine case, and, most important 

to him, uninterrupted time in the LePera 

saddle. His earnest needs weren’t a 

byproduct of any lack of understanding of 

the mechanics of bike building—quite the 

contrary in fact. As a service tech at San 

Diego Harley-Davidson, Thomas has played 

an integral role in fl ashier builds such as 

moto-stunt outfi t Unknown Industries’ 

silver and blue Road Glide, of which his 

part garnered a shout-out in our February 

feature “It Takes a Village.” No, the real 

challenge here, as he tells it, was to hold 

himself back from overdoing it on the 

motor. Going overboard on performance 

invariably brings with it reliability and 

longevity caveats. Why take that chance if it 

could cost him precious time with a wrench 

in his hand instead of the throttle? And, 

although we play up the simplicity of his 

bike, Thomas has quite a bit going on here 

that the discerning rider will appreciate.

“In order for someone to really 

appreciate it, you’ve got to know what 

you’re looking at,” he explains. “The motor 

is just in immaculate condition. I replaced 

every single bearing from the transmission 

through the motor, the primary, the wheels, 

and the neck bearing. Literally every single 

bearing has been replaced, and it’s like a 

brand-new bike. I brought it back to life.”

Thomas initially crossed paths with her 

in late 2014 when she was a trade-in that 

leaked from every gasket and was about to 

be shipped off to auction. Ever since taking 

her in, though, he’s been tirelessly working 

to make her perfect. Besides tightening 

up her fl uid containment problem and her 

bearings and fasteners as well as modestly 

bolstering her power, Thomas tacked on a 

pair of Leather Pros FXDXT retro T-Sport 

saddlebags for long jaunts. 

Ultimately, Thomas is like anyone else. 

He likes his things. He might not require 

as much smoke and mirrors and shock 

and awe with his, but that doesn’t mean 

he’s not just as obsessed with his things 

or capable of having that same good old-

fashioned, irresponsible fun with them as 

anyone else has with theirs.

“I beat the shit out of it,” Thomas 

beams. “I do burnouts, wheelies. I ride 

fast everywhere, but I also take it on long 

trips. That’s why I didn’t necessarily want 

a gnarly motor but something that’s got 

enough power for me to keep up with 

people and also go 1,000 miles in a day 

without me having to worry about my 

motor overheating. I’m actually probably a 

really boring build for you guys. It’s nothing 

really too spectacular. It’s just built to ride.”

Just built to ride. And therein lies the 

beauty. 





SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL

BIKE OWNER Th omas Ulrich

SHOP NAME San Diego Harley-Davidson

SHOP PHONE (858) 616-6999

SHOP WEBSITE sandiegoharley.com

YEAR/MAKE/MODEL 2005/Harley-Davidson/FXDC 

ASSEMBLY Th omas Ulrich

BUILD TIME No idea…too much. Spent a lot of
time making sure everything was perfect.

ENGINE

YEAR/MANUFACTURER 2005/ H-D

TYPE/SIZE 95ci

BUILDER Th omas Ulrich

CASES Stock

CYLINDERS Stock

HEADS Stock

ROCKER BOXES Stock

EFI/CARB Mikuni Carb

AIR CLEANER Zippers Hi Flow

EXHAUST Th underheader

SPECIAL FEATURES SE 211 cams, trued,
 balanced, and welded fl ywheel by Dark Horse,

updated SE cam plate and oil pump,
 .030 Cometic head gaskets, SE fl at-top pistons,
 Diamond stainless-steel hardware, SE Lifters, 

Daytona Twin Tec ignition

TRANSMISSION

YEAR/MANUFACTURER/TYPE Stock 

CASE Stock

CLUTCH SE

PRIMARY DRIVE Stock

FRAME

YEAR/MANUFACTURER Stock 

RAKE Stock

STRETCH Stock

SPECIAL FEATURES Sputhe Stabilizer Kit

SUSPENSION

MANUFACTURER FRONT Race Tech 

LENGTH Police Defender front end

TRIPLE TREES Stock

MANUFACTURER REAR Works 13-3/4 in.

WHEELS, TIRES, AND BRAKES

MANUFACTURER FRONT-TYPE H-D

WHEEL HEIGHT/WIDTH 19 in.

TIRE HEIGHT/WIDTH 160/90-19 Commander II

CALIPER Stock

ROTOR EBC Waved

MANUFACTURER REAR H-D

WHEEL HEIGHT/WIDTH 16 in.

TIRE HEIGHT/WIDTH 150/80-16

CALIPER Stock

ROTOR EBC Waved

FINISH

COLOR Glacier White 

PAINTER Stock

GRAPHICS N/A

ACCESSORIES

FRONT FENDER Stock 

REAR FENDER Stock 

FAIRING/WINDSCREEN Sportster Touring
 Windshield 

GAUGES Stock 

GAS TANK/CAP Stock 

DASH Stock 

OIL TANK Stock 

HANDLEBARS V-Rod Bars with 8.5 pullback risers 

FOOT CONTROLS/PEGS San Diego Customs pegs  

HEADLIGHT Daymaker 

TAILLIGHT Drag LED brake light

TURN SIGNALS Custom Dynamics 

LICENSE MOUNT Stock  

SEAT LePera 

SADDLEBAGS Leather Pros FXDXT repops,
pistol pocket 

MISC Heat Demons heated grips 
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DYNOJET 
Power Vision

New Products

Th e extensive HHI lineup of 

fork legs includes applications 

in 41mm sizes for FLH models 

from 2000–2007 and 

2008–2013. HHI kits include 

a hidden axle, contoured axle 

spacers, and an integrated 

fender/caliper mount featuring 

an adjustable-height fender 

mounting system. Th ese kits 

are off ered in chrome or black 

fi nish, single or dual disc, and a 

choice of Bomber or Torpedo 

axle end-cap designs. 

Starting at $669 //
hawghalters.com

Link

HAWG HALTERS 
Billet Fork Legs Packages 

Until now, something’s been missing in the knife 

marketplace: a link between a quality, made-in-the-USA 

knife and a price most people can aff ord. Now Kershaw 

supplies the missing “Link”—four models, two blade 

styles, SpeedSafe-assisted opening, and all USA-made. 

$69.99 // kershaw.kaiusaltd.com

Th e Dynojet Power 

Vision is the fi rst and 

only touchscreen 

fl ash-tuning system 

for Harley-Davidson 

motorcycles. It’s 

designed to fl ash your 

bike’s ECM with a proper tune for your 

modifi cations, monitor critical engine data, 

and even refi ne your tune while you ride 

with an innovative auto-tuning feature. 

Available with a fl at black or black chrome 

fi nish for any Harley-Davidson equipped with 

the Delphi ECM.

$549 // dynojet.com

SADDLEMEN 
LS-Road Sofa

Th is newly refi ned unique split-cushion design, which 

separates the lumbar support from the seating platform, 

means no more hot spots or tailbone pressure. Contours 

have been painstakingly sculpted to provide the lowest 

and most comfortable ride possible. Gel-Core Technology 

combines the attributes of the proprietary SaddleGel 

with the advanced Progressive Density Foam (Pd-F). 

Saddlemen is able to create foundations that provide 

comfort and vehicle control. Th e thickness, shape, and 

location of the SaddleGel is adjusted and combined with 

the Pd-F producing a seat core best suited for each 

riding mission. Ventilated soft upholstery seating leather 

provides the most luxurious look and ride.

$539 // saddlemen.com
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TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION, PLEASE CALL (724) 312-3207



BAGGERS GARAGE

WORKS IN 

STOP AND GO

TRAFFIC

OIL COOLERS 

FOR HARLEY DAVIDSON

406-457-2458
WWW.BUDSBIKERPARTS.NET

TOURING MODELS, DYNAS & SOFTAILS

COOLS

35°F

AS MUCH AS

Lean AFR Burning You Up?

http://sales.nightrider.com

S&P Mullen Enterprises, Inc., Oldsmar, FL

313-444-9433
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Get XiED
®

10% off  COUPON CODE ‘BAGGER-A’

eXtreme Inline Enrichment Device
US Pat. # 7,805,236

For all 2007-Later 
Harley-Davidson

®

Touring, Softail, V-Rod, 
Dyna, Sportster

Low Cost
Plug-n-Play 
Install

Now Available! 

12-18mm O2 Sensor Bung 
Adapter for 2012 
Dyna/Softail/V-Rod

Take the EDGE off  OEM 
HD emissions tuning!

· Richer Fuel Mixture
· Cooler Exhaust
· Better Throttle Response
· Less Engine Ping
· Cooler Engine



TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION, PLEASE CALL (724) 312-3207



BAGGERS GARAGE

 Heat from the exhaust valve 
and exhaust pipe area never 

ever gives the rear cylinder or the 
rider’s leg a break or a blast of fresh 

air...until now! TRAVEL-AIR™  
air scoop, made of a tough polycar-

bonate, provides heat relief for riders 
of V-twin air-cooled engines, such as 

the big V-twin air-cooled Harleys with 
the football-shaped air cleaners. 

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Patent No. US 8,652,238B2

INSTALLS IN 
60 SECONDS!



TO ADVERTISE CALL (724) 312-3207
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To see your bike here in an upcoming issue of Baggers, please provide a high-
resolution photo—the bigger the better. Please leave out the neighbor’s minivan, 

trash cans, etc. Send in the year, make, and model of bike, detailed information 
about it, your name, city, and a description of you. To really get our attention, include 

a brief touring adventure or an epic ride story. Keep the pics and info coming to us at 
baggersmag@bonniercorp.com.

CANDY GLIDE
// Mark Finnegan, an avid Baggers reader, 

started with a completely stock Sedona Orange 

2011 Street Glide and didn’t want the bike to stay 

that way for long. For performance, Mark went 

with Vance & Hines True Dual slash-cut exhaust 

pipes, a Power Commander, and Screamin’ Eagle 

air breather. For a little more cushion and style, 

he used a Sundowner two-up seat and had 

the foam shaved to a narrower profile and had 

a gel insert installed in the driver’s seat before 

covering it in tan leather with rust stitching to 

match paint by 125 Canvas and Upholstery in 

Brentwood, New Hampshire. Mark then had the 

front legs and controls and switches chromed. He 

added 14-inch bars with Avon grips and teardrop 

mirrors, Hogtunes speakers, and 200-watt amp. 

In the rear Mark ordered a set of Viper 4-1/2-

inch extended bags from Top Shop of South 

Dakota. And to finish everything off the custom 

paint was done by Scott Mackay of Thin Air Grafx 

in Amesbury, Massachusetts. He stripped the 

clear and repainted the Sedona Orange then 

added a custom-blended shade of lighter orange 

gold metallic graphics over the Sedona.

/////////////////////

BUDGET BUILD

///////////////////////////

// Ray Urgo’s 2004 Road King 

Custom is a good representation of 

what can be done on a budget. Ray 

bought a $300 lift and over the past 

18 years has built up quite a tool 

collection. With his tool arsenal, and 

a service manual, he tore the bike 

down, powdercoated what he could, 

and had a local wrench do the internal 

wiring in the apes. His other priority 

was performance; the bike now 

puts out 110 hp, and he only spent 

about three grand. He spent pennies 

compared to some of the bikes we’ve 

featured through the years and feels 

he achieved a very custom-looking 

ride. “So for less than six grand I have 

a badass ride. Cheaper than buying 

a new Harley for $20,000 or god 

knows how much for the beauties 

in your mag,” Ray says. “Thanks and 

keep those tech articles coming.”



Learn more at www.hotbikeweb.com/tour or call 877-413-6515.

OFFICIAL SPONSORS

Ride a day, ride all fi ve. Get the whole story at hotbikeweb.com/tour.

The GEICO Motorcycle Hot Bike Tour 2015 is a 

fi ve-day progressive motorcycle rally. Ride by day. 

Party by night. You’ll join top custom builders, who 

are competing in Bike Build-Off s. They are building 

and riding their creations on the Tour; you get to 

ride along and be the judge! Come morning, 

Joes and Pros take to the open road.

Billings
Montana

Sheridan
Wyoming

Rapid City
South Dakota

Mitchell
South Dakota

Spirit Lake
Iowa

1
2

3
4

5

W Y O
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// Over the past two years, Steve Potts has done a ton of work to his 2011 Road Glide. He had the inner fairing painted and 

installed a set of Medallion gauges, lowered it with a Legends Air Ride Suspension out back, and added Progressive monotubes 

up front. Of course, he upgraded to a 21-inch Performance Machine front wheel with matching 13-inch rotor and six-piston 

caliper. Out back he added CVO bags and rear fender with a Frenched-in license plate. As far as performance mods, Steve 

needed some more oomph at the rear wheel, so he installed SE 254 cams and a Screamin’ Eagle race tuner with an open air 

cleaner and filter cover, Rush headers, and SuperTrapp mufflers. There are a lot of other mods to this beauty, and Steve has 

logged more than 30,000 miles on his daily rider so far. 

FLYING SOLO
// Check out Solo’s 2011 Street 

Glide. Solo is a long-time reader 

of Baggers and hails from Fort 

Washington, Maryland. The 

retired military sarge in the US 

Army has been riding now for 

about 10 years with this being 

his first bagger. Solo wasted 

no time making it his own. He 

added Vance & Hines True Duals, 

Brouhard floorboards and pegs, 

Screamin’ Eagle wheels, Speed 

by Design chin spoiler, and LA 

Choppers apes. Solo loves the 

color of his bike, and all the 

striping was done by Tim Lewis of 

Whirled of Color. To go with the 

flashy paint, a custom alligator 

seat by the Vinyl Doctor in 

Delaware was ordered up. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

DAILY RIDER

////////////////////



P. 800.593.0560

New application fitting 2014+ models!

2015 SEMA Award
Powersports

Product of the Year

• MVX Application fi tting ’96-13 Harley Touring Models

• Direct Plug-in integration for simple installation

• 7 User-selectable Pointer, Backlight and LCD Message Center Colors:

Red, Green, Blue, Teal, Magenta, Amber, White

• 4 Face options available: Black/Red, Black/Gray, White/Red, White/Gray

• 2 bezel options: Chrome or Black

Visit our website for more information.

MCL-3014 Gauges
• Direct-replacement 4-gauge kit fi tting ‘14-15 Harley Touring Models

• High-Brightness Red or Blue LED Lighting 

• Includes Speedometer, Tachometer, Fuel Level, Oil Temp and Voltmeter.  

• Additional readouts include Gear Position, OE indicators and much more! 

• MBM Add-on modules available to add Single/Dual Air Pressure or Boost 

• New MVX Application, fi tting decades of models using the

classic 5” tank mounted gauge: Road King, Softail, Dyna, Deuce

• 7 User-selectable Pointer, Backlight and LCD Message Center Colors:

Red, Green, Blue, Teal, Magenta, Amber, White

• 4 Face options available: Black/Red, Black/Gray, White/Red, White/Gray

• 2 bezel options: Chrome or Black 

Visit our website for more information.

• Factory-Match, GPS-Powered Compass, Altimeter, Ambient Air Temperature

• Plugs directly into ’96-13 Harley Touring Models, replacing 

OE Ambient Air Temp gauge

• GPS Technology provides quick and precise compass information

• Chrome or Black Bezel option, selectable to match OE Gauges

• 8 user-selectable color options: Stock Match, Red, Green, Blue, 

Teal, Magenta, Amber, White

High-Brightness LED package fi ts ’96-13 Harley Touring Models.

High-Brightness LED system fi ts Road King, Softail, Dyna and Deuce 

models across many years.

Visit our website for more information.



Victory and Victory Motorcycles® are registered trademarks of Polaris Industries Inc. Always wear a helmet, eye protection, and protective clothing and obey the speed limit. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. ©2015 Polaris Industries Inc. 

Lean in. Power out. Repeat. However the road turns, the 

Victory Cross Country® is engineered to grip the road, 

and never let go. Proving that modern American muscle 

can be both powerful and agile.

THE VICTORY CROSS COUNTRY
®

victorymotorcycles.com


